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Erosion

The Meghna river banks suffer from erosion problems annually, mostly in the monsoon and

post monsoon periods.

As the transmission line will not have any impact on erosion, a further detailed analysis of

erosion was not required for the project.

Flooding

Flooding situation of the study area is very nominal. The local people informed that, only the

historical flash flood occurred in the year of 1988, 1998 and 2004. Flooding of 1988 and

1998 severely affected almost the entire study area. The duration of 1988 and 1998 flood

was around 1-1.5 months with flood level of 6-7 ft. and in the year 2004, the duration was

around 20 days with flood level of 3-4 ft. The resources like, agricultural crops, fisheries,

vegetations and social livelihood were damaged during these flood. The main reasons of

flooding are heavy rainfall, storm surge, water level rise and entrance of river water in the

study area by overtopping the riverbanks.

Storm

There are some evidences of local seasonal storms, popularly known as nor’westers

(Kalbaishakhi). Severe nor’westers is generally associated with tornadoes. The frequency of

nor’westers usually reaches maximum in April, whereas it is low in May and minimum in

March. Nor’westers and tornadoes are more frequent in the afternoon. Nor’westers may

occur in late February due to early withdrawal of winter from the Shillong Plateau of India.

There could be effect of tornados on the towers of the transmission line. However, proper

design could protect the towers from accidents.

6.3 Land Resources

Agro-ecological region

Thirty agro-ecological regions, eighty eight sub-regions and five hundred thirty five agro-

ecological units have been identified by adding successive layers of information on the

physical environment which are relevant for land use and assessing agricultural potential in

Bangladesh. These layers are: (i) Physiography (land forms and parent materials); (ii) Soils

and their characteristics; (iii) Depth and duration of seasonal flooding; (iv) Length of the rain

fed Kharif and Robi growing periods; (v) Length of the pre-Kharif period of unreliable rainfall;

(vi) Length of the cool winter period and frequency of occurrence of extremely low

temperature; (vii) Frequency of occurrence of extremely high (> 400C) summer temperature

(FAO, 1988). Agro-ecological regions and sub-regions are very broad units. This leads to the

large variation in the fertility levels even between adjacent plots. For detailed information

about physical and chemical properties of soils, respective Upazila Nirdeshika may be

consulted (BARC, 2005).

The proposed transmission line project area is covered by three agro-ecological zones

(AEZ), namely Old Brahmaputra Floodplain (AEZ-9), Middle Meghna River Floodplain (AEZ-

16) and Old Meghna Estuarine Floodplain (AEZ-19).
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Old Brahmaputra Floodplain

The region has broad ridges and basins. Soils of the area are predominantly silt loams to

silty clay loams on the ridges and clay in the basins. General Soil Types predominantly

includes Dark Grey Floodplain soil. Organic matter content is low on the ridges and

moderate in the basins, topsoil moderately acidic and sub soils neutral in reaction. General

fertility level is low. However, the status of P and CEC is medium and the K status is low.

Middle Meghna River Floodplain

This region occupies abandoned channel of the Brahmaputra River on the border between

the greater Dhaka and Comilla districts. This region includes islands – former Brahmaputra

chars, within the Meghna River as well as adjoining parts of the mainland. Soils of the area

are grey, loamy on the ridges and grey to dark grey clays in the basins. Grey sands to loamy

sands with compact silty topsoil occupy areas of Old Brahmaputra char. Dominant General

Soil type is Non-calcareous Grey Floodplain soils. Topsoils are strongly acidic and subsoil

moderately acidic to slightly alkaline. General fertility level is medium with low N and organic

matter contents. The P, Zn and B levels are low to medium.

Old Meghna Estuarine Floodplain

This region occupies a large area, mainly low-lying between south of the Surma-Kusiyara

Floodplain and northern edge of the Young Meghna Estuarine Floodplain. It comprises

smooth, almost level, floodplain ridges and shallow basins. Seasonal flooding occurred due

to accumulated rainwater. It is moderately deep or deep in the north and west, but it is

shallow in the south east.

Silt loam soils predominate on highlands and silty clay to clay in low lands. Non-calcareous

Dark Grey Floodplain soils are the only general type of the area. Organic matter content of

the soils is moderate. Moisture holding capacity is medium. Topsoils are moderately acidic,

but sub soils are neutral in reaction. General fertility level is medium.
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Land use

The total project area is about 704 ha of which 88.8% is net cultivable area (NCA). The

settlements and river cover 6%, and 5.2% respectively.  Details of land use of the project

area are presented in Table 6.7 and Map 6.5.

Table 6.7: Present land use of the study area

Land use Area (ha) % of Gross area

Gross area 704 100

Net Cultivated Area (NCA) 625 88.8

Settlements 42.4 6.0

River 36.4 5.2

Water bodies 0.2 0.0

Sources: CEGIS   estimation from SOLARIS
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Land Form

The landforms influence the land use related to agricultural crop production. About 91.3%

and 8.7% of the net cultivable areas of the study area are ridge and basin respectively

(Table 6.8).

Table 6.8: Detailed distribution of land form of the study area

Land form Characteristics Area (ha) % NCA

Basin A basin land form is a big identification in the earth’s

surface. It is usually surrounded mostly by higher

land areas, the water the either quickly evaporates,

sinks into the ground or forms lakes or marches.

54 8.7

Ridge A ridge is a geological feature consisting of a chain

of mountains or hills that form a continuous elevated

crest for some distance.

571 91.3

Total 625 100

Source: CEGIS estimation from Land and Soil Resources Utilization Guide, SRDI

Land type

Land type classification is based on depth of inundation during monsoon season due to

normal flooding on agriculture land. According to Soil Resource Development Institute (SRDI,

1988), five land types have been classified in terms of depth of flooding. About 2%, 25%,

55%, 11.5% and 6.5% areas are covered by Highland (F0), Medium highland (F1), Medium

lowland (F2), Low land (F3) and Very lowland (F4) respectively. Distribution of land type of the

study area is presented in Table 6.9
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Table 6.9: Distribution of land type in the study area

Land

type

Characteristics Area (ha) % NCA

F0 The land which is not generally inundated under

normal flood situation. This class has been

subdivided into two classes:

(i) Land which is above normal flood-level.

(ii) Normally flooded from 0- 30 cm deep where water

normally can be stored by constructing ail and Aman

can be transplanted.

12 2.0

F1 Land which normally is flooded between 30- 90 cm

deep during the flood season. This can be divided

into two classes:

(i) Very shallow inundated land where HYV Aman can

be practiced;

(ii) Shallow inundated land which is considered very

deep flooding for HYV T. Aman.

156 25.0

F2 Land which normally is flooded between 90 -180 cm

deep of inundation continuously for few months in

flood season.

344 55.0

F3 Land which normally is flooded between 180 and 275

cm deep of inundation continuously for few months in

flood season.

72 11.5

F4 Land which normally is flooded deeper than 275 cm

during flood season continuously for few months.

41 6.5

Total 625 100

Sources: CEGIS   estimation from SOLARIS

Soil Texture

Soil texture is the relative proportions of sand, silt and clay. It is very important for agriculture
crop production. Data on soil texture is presented in Table 6.10

Table 6.10: Detailed soil texture of the surface soil (0-15 cm) in the study area

Soil Texture Area (ha) % of NCA

Clay 60 10

Clay Loam 187 30

Loam 376 60

Sandy Loam 2 0.0

Total 625 100

Sources: CEGIS   estimation from SOLARIS

Available soil moisture

The available soil moisture is very important for the cultivation of Rabi crops. Most of the

area (75%) is under medium level of available soil moisture. The distribution available soil

moisture of the project area is presented in Table 6.11
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Table 6.11: Detailed distribution of available soil moisture in the project area

Available soil

moisture

Characteristics Area (ha) % of

NCA

High Plant extractable moisture remained in field

level from more than three months

120 19

Medium Plant extractable soil moisture remained in

field level  from one to two months

469 75

Low Plant extractable soil  moisture   remained in

the field level  less than one month

36 6

Total 625 100

Source: CEGIS estimation from SOLARIS

Drainage Characteristics

Drainage plays a role in the management of soil in the project area. As per the SRDI (1988),

the drainage characteristics have been divided into six classes from the agriculture point of

view. Most of the study area is poorly drained (94%). Areas with different drainage

characteristics of the project are presented in Table 6.12

Table 6.12: Detailed drainage characteristics of the study area

Drainage Characteristics Area

(ha)

% of

NCA

Imperfectly

Drained

Water drained from soil badly or slowly. This soil often

remains wet in rainy season due to rainfall. In normal

situation, water does not stand on land more than 15 days

at a stretch. In rainy season, groundwater stands within 1

meter at least for some time.

33 5

Poorly Drained The soil remains under water from 15 days to 7/8 months.

Water is drained from the soil slowly. In most cases, the

land remains wet/water logged for a considerable period

of time after the rainy season.

586 94

Very Poorly

Drained

a. The land remains submerged under water for more

than 8 months and remains wet throughout the year.

6 1

Total 625 100

Source: CEGIS estimation from SOLARIS (NWRD)

6.4 Agriculture Resource

Farming practices

Farming practices in the project area are largely controlled by physical, biological,

climatologically and socioeconomic factors.

Agricultural crops are grown by cropping seasons. There are two distinct cropping seasons

in a year. They are Kharif and Rabi seasons. The Kharif season starts from March and ends

in October while the Rabi season starts from November and ends in February. Based on

crop adaptability and crop culture, the Kharif season has been further sub-divided into

Kharif-1 (March-June) and Kharif-II (July-October) season.

The Kharif-I is characterized by high temperature, low humidity, high evaporation, high solar

radiation and uncertainty of rainfall of low alternating dry and wet spells. In this project, about
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80% lands remained fallow in this season. The Kharif-II season is characterized by high

rainfalls, lower temperatures, high humidity, low solar radiation and high floods that recede

towards the end of the season. Wet land rice is the predominant crop grown during this

season due to the submergence of soil. Local Transplanted Aman (Lt Aman), Broadcasting

Aman (B. Aman) and High Yielding Varieties of Transplanted Aman (HYV T. Aman) rice are

grown in Kharif-II season in the project area.

The Rabi season starts from November and ends in February. During this season, crops are

favored with high solar radiation, low humidity and temperature, but lack of adequate soil

moisture depresses the crop yield because of very low or evens no rainfall throughout the

season. Major crops grown in this season in the project is High Yielding Variety (HYV) of

Boro rice. Limited areas are covered with Mustard, Wheat, Potato and Vegetables. However,

there are occasional overlaps such that Boro is harvested in Kharif-I season and Aman rice

is harvested in Rabi season.

Crop production constraints

Main constraint of crop production is tidal river flood. Flash flood and drought are responsible

for damaging Aman rice crops. In rainy season the over rainfall water also affect the normal

growth or production of crops.

Cropping pattern

In Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 KV transmission line area, the dominant cropping pattern is Fallow –

Lt. Aman- HYV Boro practice in 35% in medium low land. Fallow- B. Aman – HYV Boro

occupied about 20% in medium low land area.

In Kharif-I season; Jute and local Aus are grown in about 8% and 10% of the NCA but 82%

of area remains fallow. In Kharif-II season, HYV Aman, Lt. Aman and B. Aman are grown in

about 23%, 35% and 20% of the NCA respectively. The rest of area (22%) remains fallow. In

Boro /Rabi season, HYV Boro and local Boro are grown in about 75% and 5% of the NCA.

Rabi crops (mustard, wheat, potato and vegetables) occupied about 5% (each) of the NCA.

Detailed cropping patterns are presented in Table 6.13.

Table:6.13:  Cropping Pattern by land type

Land Type Kharif-I

(March-June)

Kharif-II

(July-

October)

Rabi

(Nov-

February)

Area

(ha)

% of

NCA

High land Vegetables Fallow Vegetables 12 2

Medium highland Fallow HYV Aman HYV Boro 63 10

Medium highland Jute HYV Aman Vegetables 19 3

Medium highland Lt. Aus HYV Aman Mustard 31 5

Medium highland Lt. Aus HYV Aman Wheat 31 5

Medium highland Jute Fallow Potato 31 5

Medium lowland Fallow Lt. Aman HYV Boro 219 35

Medium lowland Fallow B. Aman HYV Boro 125 20

Low land Fallow Fallow HYV Boro 63 10

Lowland Fallow Fallow Local Boro 31 5

Total 625 100

Cropping Intensity (%) 198

Sources: Estimation from CEGIS field information.
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Crop area and cropping intensity in the project

Total annual cropped area is about 1237 ha of which 85% is covered with rice and the rest

15% is occupied by non-rice crops (Table 6.13). The single, double and triple cropped area

is 15%, 72% and 13% respectively. The cropping intensity is about 198%.

Crop damage

Data on crop damage/ production loss has been collected from the field in consultation with

stakeholder farmers and officials of the DAE. Annual crop damage along with area in the

project area has been evaluated. Crop production loss has been calculated using the

formula: Crop production loss = Total cropped area ×damage free yield - (damaged area

×damaged yield+ damaged free area × damage free yield). Total 48 tons of rice was lost in

82 ha of land in the project area. Detailed crop damage information is presented in Table

6.14.

Table 6.14: Crop wise damage in the project location

Crop name Location Mauza &

union

% of damage

area

Timing Causes of

damage

HYV Aman Singlabo, Rupgonj

Daukandi, Kathalia,

Alom nagar,

Bishnurampur

20 August-

September

(2010 to 2012)

Tidal river

flooding &

drainage

congestion

Lt. Aman Alomnagar,

Narayanpur, Ashuganj,

Bishnurampur

10 August-

September(2010

to 2012)

same

B. Aman Sonarampur, Talshar,

Aoamnagar,

Bishnurampur

25 August-

September(2010

to 2012)

same

Source: Based on field information
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Crop yield level (Normal and damaged)

The crop yield rate was estimated from the information collected from secondary data and

consultation with the beneficiaries/ farmers at field level. The average yield value of different

crops of the project area is presented in Table 6.15.

Table 6.15: Crop Yield level by different crops

Crop name Yield (ton/ha)

Normal Damaged

HYV Boro 3.3 -

Local Boro 2.6 -

HYV Aman 2.5 1.8

Lt. Aman 2.0 1.6

B.Aman 1.8 1.2

Local Aus 1.75 -

Jute 2.5 -

Mustard 0.9 -

Wheat 2.5 -

Potato 15 -

Vegetables (s) 12 -

Vegetables (w) 10 -

Sources: Based on field information;

Crop production

The total crop production was calculated on the basis of damage-free area and damaged

area. In the damage-free area, the normal yield of crops was considered. In the damaged

area, the damaged yield against the damaged area was considered. This may be expressed

as: Total crop production = damage free area × normal yield + damaged area x damaged

yield. Major agricultural production of the study area is coming from the rice crops. Total crop

production is about 3867 ton of which rice production stands about 2712 tons and rice crop

loss is 48 tons. Production of non-rice crops was 1155 tons.

Table 6.16: Annual agriculture crop production with damage (area, yield and loss).

Crop name Crop

area

(ha)

Damage free

area

Damaged area Total

production

(ton)

Production

lost (ton)

Area

(ha)

Yield

(ton/ha)

Area

(ha)

Yield

(ton/ha)

HYV Boro 469 469 3.3* - - 1,547 -

Local Boro 31 31 2.6* - - 81 -

HYV Aman 144 115 2.5* 29 1.8* 340 20

Lt. Aman 219 197 2* 22 1.6* 429 9

B. Aman 125 94 1.8* 31 1.2* 206 19

Local Aus 63 63 1.75* - - 109 -

Total rice 1,051 969 82 2,712 48

Jute 50 50 2.5 - - 126 -
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Crop name Crop

area

(ha)

Damage free

area

Damaged area Total

production

(ton)

Production

lost (ton)

Area

(ha)

Yield

(ton/ha)

Area

(ha)

Yield

(ton/ha)

Mustard 31 31 0.9 - - 28 -

Wheat 31 31 2.5 - - 78 -

Potato 31 31 15 - - 469 -

Vegetables(s) 12 12 12 - - 144 -

Vegetables(w) 31 31 10 - - 310 -

Total non-rice 186 186 1,155 -

Total 1,237 1,155 3,867 48

NCA= 625 ha, Cropping Intensity (%) 198

Sources: Based on field information; *indicated milled rice

Agricultural input

Input means seed, labour, irrigation and fertilizer-pesticide. Fertilizer use varies considerably

from farmer to farmer depending on soil fertility, cropping pattern and financial ability.

Farmers are applying fertilizers for all crops grown in the RoW of the transmission line and

sub-station areas. They apply fertilizers at the rate of 150-80-50 kg/ha of urea, TSP and MP

respectively both T Aus and T Aman crop. In HYV Boro crop, they use Urea, TSP and MP

fertilizer at the rate of 180-100-60 kg/ha respectively. Application of pesticides has been

noticed for 1-2 times to control pest and diseases for the rice crops grown in the study area.

In general, farmers apply liquid pesticides with the help of hand/power sprayer but sometime

they mix granular pesticides with the urea fertilizers and then apply to the paddy fields

having standing water. Farmer use own produced seed but sometimes they use supplied

seed of BADC. Labour is available in local area but wage rate is high for peak period of crop

harvesting period. Surface water irrigation (river, khal & pond) is available in the study area.

Farmer use Low Lift Pump (LLP) in their Boro crop field.

6.5 Fisheries Resources

The water body is an important source of fish as well as other aquatic resources e.g. aquatic

invertebrate, phytoplankton, zooplankton etc. The proposed 400 kV transmission line starting

from the Ashuganj union of Ashuganj upazila at Brahmanbaria District (Chittagong Division)

and ending at the Golakandail union (near Bhulta) at Rupganj Upazila, Narayanganj District.

The line will cross over the different fish habitats of the three districts. One sub-station of this

transmission line will be established in Bhulta of Narayanganj district. The area selected for

sub-station is low lying area and inundate during monsoon and water exist couple of month

in that location. A khal exist beside the proposed location of sub-station. However, different

types of fish habitats of both capture and culture fisheries are found in the study area.

Though the transmission line mainly fall in Brahmanbaria and Narayanganj districts

separated by the Meghna River, Open water fish habitat and habitat quality those districts is

different.  Water quality of river and khals in Rupganj and Araihazar upazilas (Narayanganj

district) is much more polluted due to industrial discharge coming from number of dyeing

industries. In dry season, fish habitations in these polluted water bodies are totally unsuitable.

The local people reported that a few number of fish species is found in the monsoon which is

not suitable for consumption due to bad smell. On the other hand, fish habitat quality of river,
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khals and floodplain in Brahmanbaria district is generally satisfactory for fish and which

covers major part of the study area. The area has a close connection with the Titas and

Meghna rivers providing support to a numbers of fresh water fishes. Tidal influence is also

present partially. Major part of the floodplain inundates in monsoon and water stays about

three to four month which contribute to fish production. The Meghna and Titas is important

river and inundate the surrounding floodplain and beel in monsoon and maintain the

biological balance of the aquatics resources including fish.

Meghna River Gazipura River (Polluted)

Issues and Problems

The major fisheries problems and issues are identified during the baseline survey are as

follows:

• Over exploitation of fish including brood fish species;

• Water pollution due to rapid industrialization;

• Application of pesticides deteriorating the water quality and as such hampering fish

species diversity;

• Siltation in the river and khals;

• Obstruction of fish migration routes due to development of road network;

• Excessive use of current net and fine mesh net and indiscriminate fishing.

• Fishing by dewatering;

• Poor extension services with modern fish culture technology due to lack of sufficient

manpower;

• Lack of hatchery and nursery under the government enterprise; and

• Fisheries management practice is absent in the project area.
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Capture and Culture Fish Habitat Description

Habitat Distribution

Fish habitats of the study area are situated in Brahmanbaria, Narsingdi and Narayanganj

districts. Fish habitat is mostly concentrated in Brahmanbaria which comprises 68% of total

area. Distribution of fish habitat in the study area is shown in Figure 6.13.

Fish Habitat Classification

Fish habitat of the study area includes river, floodplain, seasonal beel, pond and ditches.

The fish habitat in the study area is given in the following Figure 6.14.
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Capture fish habitats of the study area are classified into River, floodplain and seasonal beel.

Most of the wetland habitat like beel, floodplain, khal etc in the study area serves as

breeding and feeding grounds for beel and floodplain fishes. The estimated total capture fish

habitat area in study area is about 152 ha. Sub-station and transmission tower will establish

within this area.

Culture fish habitats of the study area (photo 6.4) are classified as closed water of fish ponds

and ditches. The estimated culture fish habitat area is 2 ha. Fish habitat area in the study

area is shown in the following Table 6.17.

Table 6.17: Fish habitat status of the study area

SL. No Fisheries Type Habitat Area (Ha)

1 Capture River 36

Floodplain 72

Seasonal beel 42

Sub-Total 150

2 Culture Pond/ditches 2

Sub-Total 2

Grand Total 152

Source: CEGIS estimation using RS image, 2014
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Fish Production

Estimated total fish production of the study area is about 37 Ton, which comes from both

capture fisheries about 34 Ton of which floodplain fish production is dominant and culture

fisheries about 3 Ton. The production from different fish habitats are given in Table 6.18.

Table 6.18: Fish production of the study area

SL. No Fisheries Type Habitat Total Production (Ton)

1 Capture River 6.5

2 Floodplain 17.3

3 Seasonal beel 10.5

Sub-Total 34.3

4 Culture Pond/ditches 3.0

Sub-Total 3.0

Grand Total 37.3

Source: CEGIS analysis using FRSS, 2011-12 published data and on-field estimation

Fishing Effort

Fisher Number

A few number of fisher is found in the study area because a portion of the study located at

Narsingdi and Narayanganj considered to be industrial belt. Due to increasing of industries

and decreasing of habitat quality many fishers have changed their occupation. It is reported

that about 2% of people are involved in fishing as a whole. Most of the fishermen are Muslim.

There is a fishery Palli (village) in the study area where about 25 households of commercial

fishers are reported in Bistorampur village of Bancharampur upazila. The commercial fishers

catch fish in Meghna and Titas River and beel area round the year. Part-time and

subsistence fishermen are also present in the study area. They usually catch fish in the

nearby floodplains and rivers using country boat and dingi boats particularly during wet

season.

Fishing Season

Fishing in floodplain starts in March and continue up to September while fishing in rivers is

seen round the year. The seasonality of major fishing is furnished in the Table 6.19.

Table 6.19: Fishing seasonality of the study area
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Fishing Crafts and Location

Country fishing boats are widely used to catch the fish in the study area. The fishers catch

fish in Meghna River round the year, but catch fish in floodplain in monsoon only. The

subsistence fishers catch fish in floodplain in the study area especially in monsoon.

Fishing Gears

Seven types of nets/gears are mainly used for fishing in the study area. These are: (a)

currant jal, (b) Chandi Jal, (c) Thela jal (d) Dhorma jal, (e) Jhaki jal, (f) Vesal /Khora and (g)

Moiya jal, etc. Only 25% of fishers have fishing boats and around 60% fishermen have

fishing gears/nets. The other fishing practices in the area are through lining (Borshi), spear

(koch), trap (anta) etc. bana, dugair, charu fishing and katha fishing. Fishing gears in the

study area are shown in the Photo 6.5.

Fish migration

In monsoon, river water enters into study area through river and khal. Nutrients influxe the

study area from river to floodplain and vice versa.  In monsoon, beels to floodplain,

floodplain to river and vice-versa lateral migration occurs in the fish species viz. tengra, punti,

chela, baim, chanda, gutum, taki, chang, taki, koi, kakila, khorsula, gutum etc.

Fisheries Biodiversity

The species composition of the study area is still rich in its diversity. More than 110 fish

species are found in the study area. Among the fishes tengra, puti, kholisha, chanda, rui,

catla, koi, shing, shoal, taki, boal are abundant in the study area. Tilapia and some carp

species are culturing in the study area. Composition of fish species in the study area are

shown in the following Photo 6.6.

It is reported by the local fishermen that the biodiversity of fishes are declining over the years.

Factors affecting the species diversity include ever-increasing fishing pressure, obstruction

in fish migration routes, rapid siltation of fish habitats, squeezing of spawning and feeding

grounds, fishing by dewatering, deterioration of water quality due to establishment dying

industries especially in the Nayaranganj  and Narsingdi area of the study area.
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Fishes occupy the catch composition from different habitats clupid; carp, gobids, catfish etc.

are the dominant fishes of the catches. A list of indicative fish species of the study area are

given in Table 6.20.

Table 6.20: Indicative fish species diversity of different fish habitats

Sl. Scientific Name Local name Habitat

River Beel Floodplain Pond

1 Mystus tengara Tengara P P P A

2 Puntius sophore Jatputi P P P A

3 Puntius ticto Tit Puti P P P A

4 Tetradon cutcutia Potka P P P A

5 Aila coila Kajoli P P P A

6 Lepidosephalus

guntia

Gutum P P P A

7 Macrognathus

aculatus

Baim P P P A

8 Mastacembalus

armatus

Sal baim P P P A

9 Monopterus cuchia Kuicha P P P A

10 Mystus tengara Bajari-tengra P P P A

11 Nandas nandas Meni P P P A

12 Rhinomugil corsula Khorsula P P P A

13 Glossogobius giurus Baila P P P A

14 Rasbora daniconius Dankina A P P A

15 Chela cachius Chela P P P A

16 Gudusia chapra Chapila P A A A

17 Mastacembalus

armatus

Guchi P A A A

18 Xenentodon cancila Kakila P P P A

19 Aila coila Kajoli P A A A

20 Labio calbasu Kalibaus P A A A

21 Wallagu attu Boal P P P A

22 Tenualosa ilisha Ilish P A A A
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Sl. Scientific Name Local name Habitat

River Beel Floodplain Pond

23 Oreochromis niloticus Tilapia A A P P

24 Catla catla Catla P P P P

25 Cirrhinus mrigela Mirka P P P P

26 Ctenopharyngodon

idellus

Grass carp A A A P

27 Cyprinus carpio Carpio A A A P

28 Hypopthlmichthes

molitrix

Silver carp A A A P

29 Labeo calbasu Calbaus P P P P

30 Labeo rohita Rui P P P P

Here, A=Absent and P=Present           Sources: Field observation, 2014

Species of Conservation Significance

Fish species variety which are locally unavailable for last (10-15) years or have become rare

as reported by the local fishers and concerned elderly peoples are given in the following

Table 6.21.

Table 6.21: List of species of conservation significance

Sl. Local Name

Scientific Name Local Status

Rare Unavailable

1 Deshi Sarputi Puntius sarana

2 Pabda Ompok pabda

3 Gojer Channa marulius

4 Tara Biam Macrognathus

aculeatus

5 Baila Glossogobius giurus

6 Darkina Rasbora daniconius

7 Rita Rita rita

8 Chital Notopterus chitala

9 Foli Notopterus notopterus

Sources: Field Observation, CEGIS, 2014

Area of Conservation Significance

The river Meghna and Titas are used as feeding and spawning ground of most of the open

water fishes. Some deep parts of the river can conservation to enhance the fish biodiversity

and production in the study area as conservation significance.

Fish Marketing and Post Harvest Facilities

Local fishermen (part-time and subsistence fishermen) sell their fish in case of large catch to

the local markets (Taltola, Bhulta-Gausia bazar, Gopaldi Bazar,Araihazar bazar, Madabdi

bazar, Narsingi, Bistorampur bazar, Narayanpur, bazar, Nabinagar, Ashuganj bazar etc.).

Mainly the fish are coming from the outside of the project area. Two to three fish depots are

present Salimabad bazar and five to seven ice factory are also present here which make ice

principally for ice-cream. Fish traders/Aratdars collect fish from fish farmers and fishermen
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and reach in the town area (Narsingdi, Brahmanbaria, Comilla and Dhaka). Fish retailers buy

fish from fish wholesalers (Aratdars) and sell to the local fish markets. Fish storage facility is

very low. Auto-rickshaw, van and on foot are the fish transportation facilities at route level.

Navigation through the Meghna River is also used for fish transportation facilities at the east

part of the study area.  Hatchery is not found in the study area. Fish farmer collect fish fry

from the fish hatcheries of Narsingdi, Mymensing, Brahmanbaria and Comilla.  Availability of

fish feeds for culture ponds are sufficient.

Fisher’s Lifestyle

Commercial, part time and subsistence fishermen exist in the study area. Income of

fishermen depends on fishing season and water availability in the fish habitat.  Average daily

incomes of commercial fishermen, part time fishermen and subsistence level fishermen are

Tk. (300-400), Tk. (250-300) and Tk. (200-250) respectively. Income level of traditional

fishermen is decreasing due to shrinking of open water fish habitat and increase in the

number of fishers, deterioration habitat quality, declining of fish population etc. Consequently,

they are changing their occupation.

Fisheries Management

There is no fisher based community association in the study area. Department of Fisheries

(DoF) has limited initiatives for fisheries resource conservation and management in this area.

The fishermen in the study area have full access to fishing right on existing fish habitat.

Department of fisheries (DoF) has activity on extension services and aquaculture training in

this area. Some NGOs (ASA, BRAC, Grameen Bank, Buro Bangladesh) are working, but

they are very much limited in micro credit rather than extension services and aquaculture

training. Enforcement of fisheries regulation is very weak. No fish sanctuary is found in study

area during field visit.

6.6 Ecological Resources

The proposed 400 kV transmission lines pass through different ecosystems such as paddy

fields, rivers, homesteads, and roadside vegetation as well as aquatic ecosystem. The study

area is a stable landform silted by the Meghna and Teetas River systems during the

monsoon.

The Bio-ecological Zone

IUCN, The World conservation Union, Bangladesh has divided the whole country into 25

Bio-ecological Zones (Nishat at el, 2002) in context of biological diversity and ecological

features. The study area has fallen under four Bio-ecological Zones, i.e. Brahmaputra-

Jamuna Floodplain, Major Rivers, Haor Basin and Meghna Floodplain. The study area (both

directly and indirectly impacted area) occupies terrestrial as well as aquatic ecosystems.

Map 6.4 shows bio-ecological zones inside the study area. Short details of the Bio-ecological

zone within the study area are described below.

Brahmaputra-Jamuna Floodplain

The mighty Brahmaputra River which is interchangeably known also as the Jamuna since

the latter’s channel is comparatively new and its course can be clearly distinguishable from

that of the older Brahmaputra. The Brahmaputra floodplain comprises the active channel of

the Brahmaputra River and the adjoining areas of the ’young’ floodplain lands formed, since

about 1780, when the river shifted to its present course (i.e. the Jamuna River) to the south
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of Dewanganj in Jamalpur district. The main river course is strongly braided. It consists of

several interconnecting channels, which erode and form new lands on a large scale during

each flooding season. The Brahmaputra-Jamuna floodplain possesses a unique variety of

plants, medicinal herbs, fruit bearing trees, hundreds of jungle shrubs, creepers and

climbers, flowering trees, etc., many of which yield valuable products. Some of the floral

species, which are valued as timber producers are: the Banyan (Ficus bengalensis),

Tamarind (Tamarindus indica), Sada koroi (Albizia procera), Simul (Bombax ceiba) and

Ashwath (Ficus religiosa). The prominent fruit-bearing trees of this zone are: the Mango

(Mangifera indica), Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus), and Litchi (Litchi chinensis). Bushes

of reeds and canes are also found here. This zone is similarly enriched with orchids. The

Rasna (Vanda roxburghii) is commonly found in this zone. Like the floral diversity; this zone

equally enjoys riches of faunal variety. Leopards were frequently cited in this zone. A few

species of deer, such as the Samber (Cervus unicolor), Hog deer (Axis porcinus), Swamp

deer (Cervus duvauceli), and Barking deer (Muntiacus muntjak) were also once found in

abundance everywhere in the forests of this zone. Among the bird species, partridges, and

several varieties of pheasants were commonly found. On the other hand, the most common

poisonous snake is the Banded krait (Bungarus fasciatus) in this zone, which could easily be

identified by its broad black and yellow bands.

Major Rivers

Bangladesh is a country of rivers; it has about 24,000 kms (i.e. approx. 15,000 miles) of

rivers, streams and canals. It lies across the delta of four major rivers: the Ganges-Padma,

Brahmaputra-Jamuna, Meghna and Teesta. Together, they cover about 7% of the country’s

total surface and are noticeably rich in biodiversity. These major rivers also contain

numerous chars. Jamuna River provides the highest amount of char lands. Interesting point

to note here is that many of the species’ natural distribution, migration and storage are

primarily functioned via these rivers into other wetland ecosystems. A diverse range of

waterfowl are directly or ecologically dependant on these rivers and its associated

ecosystems, such as cormorants, darters, grebes, egrets and herons, storks, gulls and terns,

ducks and geese, waders (e.g. plovers, sandpipers, shank, godwit, etc.) and some prey

birds (e.g. fish eagle, kites, harriers, falcons, etc.). However, it is quite alarming that, with the

exception of a few species of turtles, all other river biodiversity is threatened with extinction,

which include the Ganges river dolphin (Platanista gangetica), Gangetic gharial (Gavialis

gangeticus), Indian skimmer (Rynchops albicollis), Brahminy river turtle (Hardella thurjii) and

Spot-billed duck (Anas poecilorhyncha).

Haor Basin

The haor basin is an internationally important wetland ecosystem, which is situated in

Sumanganj, Habiganj, Sylhet, Kishorganj, Moulavibazar and Netrokona districts. It is a

mosaic of wetlands habitats, including numerous rivers, streams and irregular canals with

large areas of seasonally flooded cultivated plains, and hundreds of haors and beels. The

Haor basin contains about 400 haors and beels in different sizes. These haors and beels

provide habitats for various types of aquatic species of plants and animals. These haors and

beels support major subsistence and commercial fisheries while the seasonally flooded lake

margins support major rice-growing activities and abundant aquatic vegetation provides ideal

grazing for domestic livestock and a source of fuel and fertilizers for the local inhabitants.

The wetlands are also a home to a wide variety of resident and migratory waterfowls

including perhaps as many as 100,000 to 150,000 duck and provide a refuge to many other

species of wildlife. Keeping in mind all these ecological benefits, the Tanguar haor which is
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located in this zone has been declared as a Ramsar site as well as Ecologically Critical Area

(ECA). The Haor basin is the only region in Bangladesh where remnant patches of

freshwater swamp and reed lands still exist. Hizal (Barringtonia acutangula), Koroch

(Pongamia pinnata), Pitali (Trewia polycarpa), Barun (Crataeva nurvala), Bhui dumur (Ficus

heterophyllus), Nol (Arundo donax), Khagra (Phragmites karka), Bon golap (Rosa

involucrate), Chitki (Phyllanthus disticha) are the main species found in these swamp

forests. Common mammalian species include fishing cat (Prionailurus viverrinus) and

Common otter (Lutra lutra). About 150 species of waterfowl have been recorded in this zone,

but over 70 of these are now rare. A globally as well as nationally threatened raptorial bird,

Pallas’s fish eagle (Heliaeetus leucoryphus) still have the largest breeding population in this

area. Population of amphibians and reptiles are also fairly healthy in this region.

Meghna Floodplain

A major part of the Meghna floodplain was created by the deposition of sediments brought in

by the old Brahmaputra River, before it changed its course. The rest of the sediments were

laid down principally by the Meghna River itself and by some minor rivers draining from

Tiperrah hills. The floodplain is characterized by many broad meandering channels, char and

low lying landscape and is mostly affected by seasonal flooding while river bank erosion is

occurred commonly. The luxuriant growth of palm trees is the dominant characteristic feature

of the vegetation type of this zone. The Betel nut Supari (Areca catechu) is most visible as

the dominant species in the western portion of this region. This zone has also abundance in

several varieties of cane, a good deal of bamboo and thatching grass.  Faunal diversity is

richer here than other part of the country. Among the mammalian species, Bats, several

species of monkeys, pangolins, and raptorial birds are found.

6.7 Ecosystem

The ecosystem is generally divided into two groups: a) Terrestrial and b) Aquatic Ecosystem.

Among these major types, proposed alignment of power transmission line and its

surroundings possesses following sub- types of ecosystems:

Homesteads and roads
Crop fields
Seasonal floodplains and
Rivers and canals.

Terrestrial Ecosystems

Terrestrial ecosystem of the study area is divided into two major divisions namely

Homesteads and Agricultural lands. This type of ecosystem is the source of habitats for all

terrestrial and wildlife species. Terrestrial vegetation among the study area can be

categorized as:

i) Homestead vegetation,
ii) Crop field vegetation and
iii) Road side vegetation.

Homesteads vegetation

Homestead and roadside vegetations are moderate in terms diversity. Most of the

homestead is cultivated with local plants and rest of the portion is covered with wild herbs

and shrubs. These vegetations have great support in meeting food, shelter, fodder, medicine

and other household demands of the community. The homestead garden and bushes have
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very good support to the wildlife, especially the birds. The peripheral bushes provide good

ecological niche, and niche contributes a good support to bush-dwellers like jackals, foxes,

mongoose, lizards and a great variety of birds. In the study area, homestead vegetation is

among the most important plant communities. This vegetation includes two types of plants:

those cultivated for their economic value and species those are self-propagation. The

settlement species are not as diverse as natural species, because only economically

important species are cultivated. Despite this, the significant variation occurs to the

composition of homestead vegetations. The most dominant species observed in the survey

area is bamboo that covers more than half of the canopy in many areas. Other common

species are Kola (Musa Sp.), Akasmoni (Acacia mingium),   Kanthal (Artocarpus

heterophyllus), Supari (Areca catechu), Aam (Mangifera indica), Narikel (Cocos nucifera),

Taal (Borassus flabeliffer), Segun (Tectona grandis), Nim (Azadirachta indica), Lebu, etc.

The jackfruit, mango, coconut, and banana are the most popular fruits and almost every

house has at least one plant of such type. Some orchards also found during the study

period. Tree species and their number in RoW (Right of the Way) of proposed transmission

line are presented in Table 6.26.

Table 6.22: Number of trees within RoW of 400 kV Ashuganj – Bhulta T/L

Sl.No. Name of the Trees Number of Trees

RoW Left

side(40m)

RoW

middle

side(20m)

RoW

Right

side(40m)

Total

RoW(100m)

1 Narikel (Cocos nucifera) 93 24 63 180
2 Aam (Mangifera indica) 207 109 211 527
3 Supari (Areca catechu) 73 63 116 252
4 Rain tree (Albizia saman) 113 81 103 297
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Sl.No. Name of the Trees Number of Trees

RoW Left

side(40m)

RoW

middle

side(20m)

RoW

Right

side(40m)

Total

RoW(100m)

5 Segun (Tectona grandis) 05 01 04 10
6 Mehagoni (Swietenia

mehagoni)
174 99 191 464

7 Kanthal (Artocarpus
heterophylla)

28 03 17 48

8 Kola (Musa sp.) 85 96 178 359
9 Karoi (Albizia procera ) 104 51 72 227
10 Chumbul (Albizia

richardiana)
111 25 85 221

11 Eukalyptus (Eukalyptus sp.) 147 58 43 248
12 Bamboo (Bmboosa sp.) 1170 325 705 2200
13 Taal (Borassus flabeliffer) 06 03 10 19
14 Chathim (Alstonia scholaris) 04 02 - 6
15 Boroi (Zizyphus sp) 114 45 43 202
16 Kadom (Anthocephalus sp) 17 08 08 33
17 Sirish (Albizia lebbeck) 105 69 100 274
18 Pitali (Trewia nudiflora) 49 17 14 80
19 Dumur (Ficus hispida) - - 01 1
20 Bot (Ficus bengalensis) 01 - - 1
21 Sisso (Dalbergia sissoo) 66 02 6 74
22 Shimul (Bombax ceiba) - 02 - 2
23 Ipil-ipil(Leucauna

laucocephalata)
08 - - 8

24 Guava (Psidium guava) 15 02 17
25 Akashmoni (Acacia

moniliformis)
114 41 81 236

26 Nim (Azadirachta indica) 02 12 04 18
27 Jam (Syzigium cumuni) 23 03 19 45
28 Tetul (Tamarindus indica) - 04 - 4
29 Sajna (Moringa oleifera) 18 02 08 28
30 Barun (Crataeva nurvala) 05 - 08 13
31 Bilombhi (Averrhoa bilomb) 03 - - 3
32 Papaya (Carica papaya) 15 06 - 21
33 Hijal(Barringtonia

acutangula)
- 02 08 10

34 Sonalu (Cassia Fistula) 08 - 01 9
35 Arjun (Terminalia arjuna) 03 - - 3
36 Assawath (Ficus religiosa) 03 - - 3
37 Babla (Acicia nilotica) 05 - - 5

Total 2894 1155 2099 6148

Source: IEE of A-B Project, CEGIS, 2014
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Crop field vegetation

Crop field of this study area is mainly used by paddy cultivation once or twice (Boro and or

Aman) in a year and vegetable cultivation. Detail description of crop varieties and their

production are described in agricultural section of this report. However, in dry season crop

field contains numerous wild herbs except cultivated varieties, which are considered as

weeds. Among the weeds, Amaranthus spinosus, Cynodon dactylon, Alternanthera sessilis,

Polygonum sp, Oxalis corniculata etc. are common species. Along the river side Binna gash

(Vetiveria zizanioidis), Kash (Saccharum spontaneum), Ghagra (Xanthium indicum), Ban

Palang (Rumex maritimus) are commonly sighted. Crop field vegetation has importance to

provide not only food for human but also good habitat for small animals like insects, reptiles

and various avifaunas. Crop field along the river levees are bordered by Khagra (Phragmites

karka) other grasses, are luxuriously grown during monsoon.

Road-side vegetation

Major species along the road-side are Assawath (Ficus religiosa), Bash (Bamboosa sp.),

Mahogoni (Swietenia mahagoni), Pitali, Aam, Veron, Chatim (Alstomia scholaris), Bot (Ficus

benghalensis), Rainde (Albizia saman), Sada koroi (Albizia procera) etc. Raintree, and

Mahogoni are the dominant species of road side vegetation.
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Terrestrial Fauna

Big mammals such as Golden Jackal are found in the study area and small mammals such

Bengal Bandicoot Rat (Bandicota bengalensis), Common House Rat (Rattus rattus), Jungle

Cat (Felis chaus); House mouse (Mus musculus), Small Indian Mongoose (Herpestes

auropunctatus), Indian Hare, Greater Short-nosed Fruit Bat (Cynopterus sphinx), Indian

Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus coromandra) and Indian Flying Fox are the common. Terrestrial birds

can be divided into two major groups: birds observed in wetland and birds observed in dry

land habitat such as homestead, open woodland, Char land areas, scrub, and grass land.

Birds of prey survive well in the area. Common bird of prey species found inside the study

area are: Black Drongo (Dicrurus macrocercus), Crested Serpent Eagle (Spilornis

cheela),Brahminy Kite (Heliastur indus), White breasted Kingfisher (Halcyon smyrnensis),

Common Myna (Acridotheres tristis), Asian Pied Starling (Sturnus contra), Spotted Dove

(Streptopelia chinensis), Red-vented Bulbul (Pycnonotus cafer), House Sparrow (Passer

domesticus), Black Kite (Milvus migrans), Oriental Magpie Robin (Copsychus saularis),

Brown Fish Owl (Ketupa zeylonensis), Rufous Treepie (Dendrocitta vagabunda) etc. are

found most of the village groves and homestead forests. Other common birds species are

Jungle Mayna (Acridotheres fuscus), Blue Rock Pigeon (Columba livia), Asian Koel

(Eudynamys scolopacea), Coppersmith Barbet (Megalaima haemacephala), Black Hooded

oriole (Oriolus xanthornus), Common Hoopoe (Upupa epops) etc.The common lizards found

within the area include House gecko (Hemidactylus frenatus), Keeled Grass Skink (Mabuya

carinata) and Common Garden Lizard (Calotes versicolor). Amphibian species favor wetland

and the marginal dried areas. Some species, Common Toad (Duttaphrynus melanostictus),

Asian Brown Tree frog (Polypedates leocomystax), Ornate Microhylid (Microhyla lpine),

Indian Bull frog, Skipper frog prefer the cool, damp habitat of the bamboo grooves.

Aquatic Ecosystems

The study area has mighty rivers such as Meghna and Titas. The major wetland types of this

area are:

• Floodplains

• River

• Canals and creeks and

• Ponds and ditches.
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Floodplains are the landforms of the study area which are inundated in each monsoon.

Vegetation of the floodplains is changing its forms with fluctuation of water level. This type of

seasonal wetland is dominated by grasses and rooted floating plants. During dry season,

floodplains are converted in agricultural field. The vast area of Meghna River possesses

perennial forms of wetland round the year that follow water fluctuation in terms of seasonal

variation. Water coverage and depth of the river is highest in monsoon. The river have

numerous creeks those hold water during part of the year. Inside the study area, numerous

ponds are found on homestead platforms and are used for domestic purposes or fish culture.

Most of the canal and river has been polluted due to dying industries. That is why the aquatic

vegetation composition is reducing every year. Ditches found inside the agricultural field are

a type of natural wetland and contain water till winter. Along the river bank line, creeks and

ditches are frequently filled by sand during flood season by sedimentation process. However

all kinds of wetland have a good contribution to sustain local aquatic ecosystems. Perennial

wetlands contain water for whole of the year. Among the study area, River and homesteads

ponds are the perennial wetlands. The wetland which holds water for a certain period of a

year is called seasonal wetland. Perennial wetland provides refuge and shelter for most of

the aquatic flora and fauna. The seasonal wetland serves as the grazing ground for fish and

other aquatic animals.

Aquatic Flora

Diversity and density of floral plants vary according to wetland types as well as water depth

and velocity. Floodplains possess high density and diversity of aquatic plants especially

during monsoon. Kochuripana/water hyacinth (Eicchornia crassipes) is the most common

free floating hydrophytes that cover maximum portion of water area of internal canals and
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ditches. River water possesses very few number of aquatic flora for having continuous flow

and sandy bed soils. Topapana (Pistia strateotes) are found in most of the ditches as well as

ponds mixed with hyacinth. Nil Shapla (Nymphaea stellata), Chandmala (Nymphoides sp)

are dominating the community of floodplain vegetation. Sedges are quite common during

monsoon inside all types of wetlands. Helencha (Enhydra fluctuans), Ludwgjia, Echinocola,

Hygrorhyza, Ficus heterophylla are the main floral composition of marginal sedges

vegetation.

Aquatic Fauna

Population of aquatic faunal species is varied according to wetlands characteristics and area

of water inside the water bodies. Fishes comprise the major aquatic faunal species and

these are described in detail in fisheries section of this report. The skipper frog (Euphlyctis

cyanophlyctis) is common amphibians found in all over the year. They have been the most

successful fauna in adapting to the all kinds wetlands. Abundance of Indian Bullfrogs

(Hoplobactruchus tigerinus) increase in rainy season at paddy fields, ditches and other

marshy places. Common aquatic snakes include the chequered keel back (Xenocrophis

piscator) and smooth water snake (Enhydris enhydris). Ganges River Dolphin (Platanista

gangetica) is common in Meghna River. But their abundance is high at the deeper meander

points due to having available fishes for their feeding. Different species of migratory birds are

roaming on the Char lands with their mudflats and sandy beaches during winter and these

landforms are the major staging grounds for them. Indian roofed turtle (Pangshura tectum)

and Median Roofed Turtle (Pangshura tentoria) are common of them whereas Brown

Roofed Turtle (Pangshura smithii) is very rare.

6.8 Socio- Economic Condition

Socio-economic data has been collected from secondary as well as primary sources. The

demographic data including population by sex, literacy rate, electricity facilities, occupational

pattern have been collected from the secondary sources, i.e. mainly from BBS. Data on

migration, income and expenditure, poverty status, employment and livelihood pattern have

been collected from study area through participatory rural appraisal (PRA) method using

rapid rural appraisal (RRA) and public consultation meeting (PCM) techniques.

Demographic Features

Population and household

The demographic features of the Project area have been generated based on the union level

data and information collected from the available BBS publications. The demographic

feature for the proposed area is presented in the Table 6.23. The demographic features

include household number and size, total population by male and female with ratio (Figure

6.15) and the literacy rate comprising with the national rates.

Table 6.23: Demographic scenario of the project area

No. of total

households

Average

HH size

Population Literacy rate (above 7 years)

Male Female Total Total

(National:

45.39)

Male-

(National:

49.60)

Female-

(National:

40.80)

114002 4.97 278616 281821 560437 47.63 48.67 46.58

Male-Female Ratio 49 51

Source: Estimated Data, BBS, 2011
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Dependency ratio refers to ratio of dependent population (population aged below 15 years

and above 59 years) to the working age population (population aged between 15 to 59

years). It is found that the dependency rate is 78 in the study area which denotes that almost

78 persons are dependent on 100 working people.

Occupation and Wage

Occupation

The percentage of population having different occupation in the area is presented in Table

6.24. ‘Household work’ is the main occupation which constitutes 40% of the total population

followed by agricultural work (14%) and business (5 %). A significant percentage (24%) of

population has no work in this area. The percentage of the population with main occupation

is presented in the following Table 6.24.

Table 6.24:  Percentage of population by main occupation in project area

Main occupation % of population

Household work 40

Not working 24

Agriculture 14

Business 5

Looking for work 1

Industry 2

Transport 2

Construction 1

Service 2

Others 9

Total 100

Source: BBS, 2011
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Availability of labour and wage rate

The data collected from the project sites shows that the labour availability is medium and the

employment opportunity of laborer is low. The number of female engaged in employment in

the study area is low. Mainly women are engaged in non-paying household work. According

to data (Table 6.25), the male laborers get minimum 250 taka and maximum Tk300 for

farming, while wage rate is Tk250 to Tk350 for non-farming male labors. The wage rates for

non-farming female laborers are between Tk150 to Tk200.

Table 6.25:  Availability of labour and wage rate

Type of

Activities

Male labour Female labour

Availability Wage (taka) Availability Wage (taka)

Ave.

max.

Ave.

mini.

Ave.

max.

Ave.

mini.

For farming

activities

High 300 250 Nil - -

For non-farming

activities

Low 350 250 Low 200 150

Sources: RRA, CEGIS, 2014
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Labour migration

Seasonal migration of the day laborers is a common phenomenon in the study area.  Usually,

the unemployed day laborers and landless farmers of the study area migrate to the nearby

city and towns in search of temporary employment. These laborers prefer to go to Dhaka,

Narayanganj, Narsingdi and Brahmanbaria; usually engaged themselves in diversified

occupations like day laboring in brickfield, rickshaw pulling, industrial work etc (Table 6.26).

About 30% populations generally migrate-out seasonally while rate of permanent in/out

migration is very negligible. Besides, seasonal in migration is nil in the study area.

Table 6.26:   Labour migration status in the study area

Type of

Migration

Out Migration In Migration

Place of destination %  of total

population

Place of

origin

% of total

population

Seasonal labour

migration

Dhaka, Narayanganj,

Narsingdi, Brahmanbaria

30% - -

Sources: RRA, CEGIS, 2014

Land Ownership and Price

Land ownership

In the study area, it is found that more than one-third landholders belong to marginal

landholding category (35%). Small holding comprises 30% and medium holding comprises

10%. About 18% households belong to functional landless category, while an insignificant

number of households are absolute landless (5%) and large landholders (2%) of the area.

The distribution of households according to land ownership categories is given in Figure

6.16.

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014

Land price

The prices of different types of land in the project area are presented in Table 6.27. The

project mainly occupies agriculture land (89%) along with a minor settlement area (6%).

Settlement and elevated lands are very much valuable in the project area. Based on the use,

lands are categorized as homestead, agriculture, floodplains, commercial etc.
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Table 6.27: Price of land by different categories

Sl. No. Land categories Price per acre (Tk.)

1 Homesteads land 3,00,00,000

2 Agricultural land 53,12,500

3 Floodplains 37,50,000

4 Commercial land 1,43,75,000

Source: IEE of A-B Project, CEGIS, 2014

Income and Poverty

Household income and expenditure

In the study area it is found that most of the people earns (45%) and expenses (47%) within

the range of Tk. 5000 to Tk. 9000 per months. On other hands only 5% and 3% people earn

and make expenses of Tk. 20,000/month (Figure 6.17).

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014

Poverty

Measurement of poverty in the study area has been self-assessed. This assessment has

been done based on yearly income and food consumption. In this process the respondents

were asked to assess the overall poverty level of people living in the study area. Their

responses were assembled into three categories classified as deficit, balance/breakeven

and surplus.
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By following the procedure outlined above, it was estimated that about 73% of total

population living in the study area belongs to balanced or breakeven category, i.e. their

economic activities are subsistence oriented. Around t 12% household belongs to surplus

category, while, 15 percentage belongs to deficit groups. Considering the standard

consumption of food e.g., three meals a day, the deficit group on average takes two meals in

a day in the lean period but can afford three meals day during the other period of the year.

Quality of Life

Housing status

Upazila wise housing status of the study area is presented in Table 6.28. The data shows

that there are four categories of house in the area as per the BBS. Average kancha houses

have been reported highest (70.50%) in the area which indicates a common housing

condition like other parts of the country.

Table 6.28: Housing status

Sl.

No.

District Name of the

Upazilas

% of hhs having

Jhupri Kucha Semi Pucca Pucka

1 Brahmanbaria Banchharampur 0.6 87.9 8.0 3.4

2 Brahmanbaria

Sadar

0.6 56.3 23.4 19.7

3 Ashuganj 0.3 67.1 19.4 13.3

4 Nabinagar 0.4 85.4 10.1 4.1

5 Narayanganj Araihazar 0.3 82.4 13.1 4.2

6 Rupganj 0.8 57.9 32.5 8.8

7 Narsingdi Narsingdi Sadar 0.7 56.1 31.5 11.8

Total 0.5 70.5 20 9

Source: BBS, 2011

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014
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During EIA study, it was observed that around 84% of houses of DIA are kucha (tin-made)

(Table 6.29) which indicates a moderate housing condition in the area compared to other

areas of our country.

Table 6.29: Housing structures on the RoW of 400 kV Ashuganj-Bhulta T/L

Sl

No.

Name of the

features

Nos. of Housing structures

RoW Left side

(40m)

RoW

Middl

e side

(20m)

RoW Right  side

(40m)

Total

RoW

(100m

)

1 Brick Built house 15 01 08 24

2 Semi Pacca house 63 07 40 110

3 Tin sheet house 130 41 07 178

Total 208 49 55 312

Source: IEE of A-B Project, CEGIS, 2014
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Drinking water

The sources of drinking water within the study areas are presented in Table 6.30. The status

of safe drinking water is quite good as per the BBS data. Most of the people (93%) can

collect drinking water from tube well and only 4% from others sources. Collection of drinking

water from tap sources (3%) is very negligible. Statistics shows that Ashuganj upazila

comprises the highest tap water (8%) whereas Nabinagar upazila comprises the highest

tube well for drinking water purpose (96%).

Table 6.30: Drinking water source

District Upazila Number of

Households

Source of Drinking Water (%)

Tap Tube-

Well

Other

Brahmanbaria Banchharampur 59596 0.2 91.3 8.5

Brahmanbaria Sadar 95353 6.8 91.3 1.8

Ashuganj 33304 8.0 90.5 1.5

Nabinagar 94726 0.5 95.9 3.6

Narayanganj Araihazar 77155 1.0 95.4 3.6

Rupganj 119002 1.8 94.7 3.5

Narsingdi Narsingdi Sadar 147027 6.3 91.2 2.5

Total & percentage 626163 3 93 4

Source: BBS, 2011
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Source: BBS 2011

Sanitation

The sanitation status of the project area is presented in Table 6.31. In the study area about

70% household reported that they have sanitary toilet facilities of which 21% with water-

sealed and 49% with non-water sealed. On the other hand, 26% household has non-sanitary

latrines and 4 % of households have no sanitation facilities at all. Data shows that sanitation

facility of the study area is moderately satisfactory. Most of the households have ring slab

latrines.

Table 6.31: Toilet facilities within 400kV T/L area

Sl. No. Toilet types Percentage of households

1 Sanitary (water-sealed) 21

2 Sanitary (non water-sealed) 49

3 Non-sanitary 26

4 None 4

Source: BBS, 2011
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Diseases and health

The diseases by ranking of incidence are presented in the Table 6.32. It has been reported

that, most of the people are suffering from influenza and cold induced health problems.

Diabetes and gastric are commonly seen to the elderly people. Incidence of hypertension is

low in the study area.

Table 6.32: Incidence of diseases by ranking

S1.No Disease Ranking by incidence

1 Influenza/Common fever 1

2 Cough/Cold 2

3 Malaria 5

4 Diabetes 4

5 Gastric 3

6 Hypertension 6

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014

Electricity

In the study area, average 86.07% households are covered by electricity connection, which

portrays a very high-quality status compared to the national coverage (53%). Maximum

electricity coverage are identified in Sonargaon Upazila (96.90%) where electricity coverage

is minimum (66.40%) at Nabinagar. Generally, People reported that they are happy on

present grid connection.
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Source: BBS, 2011

Social Services

Treatment facilities

The local people reported that they have limited health services /facilities in and around the

study area. People of the study area don’t have any hospital or adequate health facilities but

they receive proper treatment from the hospitals/clinics located at peripheral town areas.

There are only one family welfare center and three community clinics within

which are not adequate to serve the inhabitants of the study area (Table 6.33). Local people

usually to go to Narayanganj, Narsingdi and Brahmanbaria district headquarters for receiving

treatment facilities as peripheral health services.

Table 6.33 : Numerical distribution of health services and facilities

Type of Facility Number of Facilities

District/ Sadar Hospital -

Upazila Health Complex 1

Union Sub-Center 2

Union Family Welfare Center 1

Community Clinic 2

Private Health Clinics/hospitals -

Other (if any) -

Source: RRA and FGD, CEGIS, 2014

People reported that still people have tendency to go to the local healer (47%) for treatment

(Figure 6.23). In addition, paramedic physician is also providing services to almost 35% of

the people and only 15% of the people go to the trained physician. It is assumed that

economic wellbeing may drive them toward receiving treatment facilities from trained

physicians who are no doubt more expensive but are effective. It is matter of concern that,

almost 3% people do not get any medical facilities due to lack of consciousness about the

diseases and/or financial inability.
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Source: RRA and FGD, CEGIS, 2014

Education facilities

In the study area, status of education is medium level. The literacy rate is more that the

national level (51.8%). Using Household and Population Census 2011, it is estimated that in

the study area, almost 47.31% of female are literate whereas 49.67% male are literate as

well as overall literacy rate is 48.5%.The details of literacy rate are shown in Figure 6.24, it

is found that that highest literacy rate is in Rupganj (54.60%) and lowest is in

Banchharampur (38.50%).
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Source: BBS, 2011

It has been observed during the survey that each and every mauza has a primary level

educational institution. Moreover secondary level educational institutions are also within

union level. There are 7 primary schools and 4 high schools, 2 colleges, 4 Ebtedayee

Madrasa, 1 Dakhil Madrasa and 3 Alim/Fazil Madrasa in the study area. The details of

educational institutions are given in Table 6.34. Local people have a tendency to send their

children in Madrasa instead of school. In the earlier period they preferred to send their

children to earn rather than go to schools. The rate of school going children as well as

achieving modern education is still low. However, this tendency is gradually relieving and

there is a growing positive attitude towards education.

Table 6.34: Numerical distribution of educational institution in the study area

Type of facility Nos. of Institution Type of facility Nos. of Institution

Primary School 7 Ebtedayee Madrasa 4

High School 4 Dakhil Madrasa 1

College 2 Alim/Fazil Madrasa 3

Source: RRA and FGD, CEGIS, 2014
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Communication facilities

Communication system is good in the study area. The internal road communication is very

good those are well connected with the regional and national highways. People use also

water way for communication purposes. The Meghna, the Titas Rivers are flowing adjacent

to the study area and used as a perennial means of waterway communication.

Natural Disaster and Damage

The people of study area reported flood, hail storm, water logging, storm etc. as the major

natural hazards causes for disaster. There are tangible and intangible losses of natural

hazards which are frequent in the study area. The tangible losses include death of cattle,

damage of crops and home etc. while intangible losses include reducing income source,

negative effect on agricultural land etc.

Water logging is identified as one of the main problems for damage of agricultural production.

However, sometimes seasonal storm and hail storm hit on the study area and damages

agricultural crops. In order to reduce the risks and vulnerability as well as losses from natural

hazards, people are found adaptive through increasing capacity and by building up

awareness.

Table 6.35: Impacts of recent natural disaster in the study area

Disaster Frequency Affected

Area

(%)

Affected

HHs (%)

Crop

Damaged

(%)

Major Damaged

Crop

Flood 2013 30 15 25 Paddy,

Vegetable

Hail storm Each year 25 10 15 Paddy,

Vegetable

Water

logging

Each year 20 12 14 Paddy,

Vegetable

Storm Every year 7 5 6 Paddy,

Vegetable

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014
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Social Safety Nets

The people of the study area those are economically affected by natural hazards and those

are living under poverty level are served by different social safety net programs provided by

Government Organizations (GOs) and NGOs. Government safety net interventions served

by different GOs are limited in extent. On the other hand, NGOs activities are based on

mainly microcredit. There are only handful programs run by the NGOs on education, health

and women empowerment while programs on forestry, fishery, livestock rearing, disaster

and human rights are nearly absent. The coverage of GO and NGO social safety net

programs are limited compare to their needs.

Table 6.36: Name of GOs-NGOs with their activity and coverage

Name Activity % of HHs Coverage

BRAC Credit, health and education 20

ASA Credit 8

BSC Credit 3

Sidar Credit 5

Multipurpose Credit 4

Grameen Bank Credit, women empowerment 15

Sridib Credit 2

Government Bank i.e. Krishi, Agrani,

Janata, Sonali and Pubali

Credit 10

Source: RRA, CEGIS, 2014

Important Socio-economic Features

A good number of important socio-economic features like shop, school, Mosque, Madrasa,

Majar, Greveyards, Temples, roads, khal, river, pond, Railway line, Transmission line,

industry are placed within the RoW of the Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project area (Table

6.36).
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Table 6.36: Important socio-economic features on RoW of 400 kV T/L

Sl.

No.

Name of the

Features

Other Social Features (Nos.)

RoW Left

side (40m)

RoW Middle

(20m)

RoW Right

side (40m)

Total RoW

(100m)

1 Shop 28 - 13 41

2 School - - - -

3 Mosque - - - -

4 Majar - - - -

5 Graveyard - - - -

6 Khal 04 02 03 04

7 River 04 04 03 04

8 Pond 02 02 04 08

9 Mandir - - - -

10 Poultry farm - - -

11 Petrol pump - - - -

12 Bazar 09 06 06 09

13 Industry 02 - 04 06

14 Highway Road 02 02 02 02

15 Pucca Road 24 24 24 24

16 Kucha Road 22 22 22 22

17 Railway Line 01 01 01 01

18 Transmission Line 09 09 09 09

Source: IEE of A-B Project, CEGIS, 2014

Historical, Cultural and Archaeological Site and Tourism

No important sites in terms of historical, cultural or archaeological heritage are located in the

study area.
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7. I mportant Environmental Social Components

7.1 Introduction

The interventions proposed for the Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV Transmission Line (A-B 400kV

T/L) project may have impact on the specific environmental and social components. Some

components may be significantly impacted while the others may be substantially

independent of the consequences of the project interventions. Environmental and social

components likely to be impacted by the project interventions are termed as ‘Important

Environmental and Social Components’ (IESCs). In the A-B 400kV T/L Project the IESCs

have been selected through initial screening conducted by the EIA study team at desk and

later through field verification as well as validation during consultation meetings with the local

people.

7.2 Selection of IESCs and its Rationale

During the EIA study, IESCs which are likely to be impacted by the construction of the A-B

400kV T/L have been identified based on some rationale. Selected IESCs along with the

rationale of their selection under water resources, land resources, agriculture, fisheries,

ecosystem and socio-economic condition are described in the following sections.

7.3 Physical Environment and Water

Ambient Air Quality

The construction of overhead transmission line will generate minor amount of air pollution

from fuel combustion (light fuel oil) used for supplying Lorries and equipment. These may

impact ambient air quality. Therefore, air quality has been considered as a temporal IEC.

Ambient Noise Quality

During pre-construction and construction phase, mobilization of construction materials,

operation of equipment and machineries will generate noise in different locations of the study

area. Therefore, noise quality has been considered as a temporal IEC.

Interference with road crossing

There may be interference in crossing points of rural roads and regional high ways during

stringing the transmission lines.

Water Quality

Water quality can be impacted not only by work within a waterway but also by nearby

vegetation clearing and other construction activities. Moreover, Construction wastes in the

sub- station and tower site may degrade the water quality of the study area. Therefore, water

quality is considered as an IEC.
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Navigation

The proposed transmission line alignment would cross a number of water bodies and most

predominantly the Meghna River. This may hamper the navigation of such water courses,

and as a result navigation has been regarded as an IEC.

River Course

The establishment of riverside suspension towers may hamper the river course, as the

frequency, location and time of morphological events such as erosion/ accretion can be

effected. As such river course has been considered as an IEC.

7.4 Soil and Agriculture

Land type and land form

Construction of the platform for the proposed sub-stations might change the land type and

land form in the selected place. Therefore, it has been selected as an IEC.

Soil texture

The project site will be filled up with external soils, sands and dredged materials and that’s

why soil texture might be impacted. Therefore, soil texture has been selected as one of the

IEC.

Land use

The present land use practice may be changed in the sub-station area.  The present crop

land may not be used for crop production. Hence, land use has been considered as one of

the IECs.

Soil potential

In the study area, the soils will be dug to construct the tower. After construction, the dug hole

will need to be refilled. In carrying out this work, the topsoil, subsoil and sub-stratum soils

may be mixed up and it may cause disturbance of the valuable top soil and sub-soils. The

soil potentiality may be degraded for good production of agriculture crops in future. Under

this consideration, soil potential has been selected as one of the IECs.

Crop production

During pre-construction and construction period, the growing crops in this area may be

affected. So that, the production might be reduced from the expected level of production.

Because of this, crop production has been considered as an IEC

Intercultural operation

In the Tower (Angle point) site, intercultural operation may be hampered during pre-

construction and construction period. For this reason, it has been considered as an IEC.
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7.5 Fisheries

Fish Habitat

Any types of intervention alter the aquatic habitat quantity and quality of the study area.

Under this project activity, transmission line tower and sub-station line will be constructed.

Generally fish habitat is not lost or damaged due to the construction of transmission line

tower. But a Sub – Station will be constructed in the low land area which might alter the

existing physical setup of the fish habitat. Considering these consequences, fish habitat has

been considered as an IEC of this study.

Fish Production

As floodplain (low land) area would be lost due to construction of sub–station, catch of fish

species as well as fish yield may alter in the study area. It is expected that fish production

might be changed within the study area due to intervention.  So fish production has been

considered as an IEC.

7.6 Biological Environment

Terrestrial Vegetation

Construction activities of towers and plants on the ROW might be cut or damaged.

Moreover, there may be restriction to plant tall tree under the transmission wires. All of these

phenomena may induce to change terrestrial vegetation condition of the RoW. Therefore,

terrestrial vegetation is selected an IEC.

Wildlife and their habitat

Wildlife is usually depending on vegetation for their habitats. Cutting or damaging of

vegetation has direct impact on wildlife. Beside this, changing of physical environment due to

noise, human movement, structural interventions may be also deteriorating habitat quality of

an area. Construction activities and establishment of towers and substation may change

wildlife habitat condition due to vegetation loss as well as changing of physical environment.

So, wildlife and their habitat are being considered an important IEC for this study.

7.7 Socio- Economic Environment

Land acquisition

Sub-station site may need land acquisition from private owners. So, land acquisition has

been selected as an important social component for the study.

Land price

Land price increases normally in the country as a result of increasing demand and scarcity

effect. As a result of power line encroachment through present land under cultivation, future

productivity of land is most likely to decline. So, land price may be affected due to

construction of transmission line. Therefore, land price has been selected as an ISC.
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Employment opportunities during construction (technical and non- technical)

Unemployment of unskilled labour is an important issue in the area. Many people have no

regular opportunity of work in study area. They would involve temporarily in technical and

non-technical work of constructing transmission line project. Temporary employment of

unskilled and skilled labour in the transmission line construction activities may be impacted

by the unemployment situation of the locality. That is why employment opportunity has been

chosen as an ISC.

Occupational Health and safety

Occupational health is a major concern during construction work. Especially during the

construction phase supply of drinking water, sanitation and treatment facilities to the workers

will be a major issue. Scarcity of drinking water and proper sanitation and medical facilities

will threaten worker’s health which may impact proposed construction activities. On the other

hand, occupational safety is an important element of work place.  Physical accident may be

occurred during construction of high power transmission lines in study area. Therefore

occupational health and safety has been chosen as an ISC.

Regional as well as national economic development

The power is the key element of the regional as well as national economic development. The

Ashuganj-Bhulta 400kV T/L Project may ultimately impact on the overall development of the

country. So regional as well as national economic development has been selected as an ISC.
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8. I mpact Assessment

8.1 Preamble

This Chapter identifies the environmental and social impacts that may potentially be caused

by various Project phases, and also proposes appropriate mitigation measures to avoid,

offset, reduce, or compensate these impacts. Potential Intervention which may cause

potential environmental impacts during pre-construction, construction, and post-construction

stages have been identified in Chapter 4. The project influence area considering indirect and

direct impacted area has been identified in Article 3.1.4 of Chapter 3. The following detailed

investigations are being carried out to assess the magnitude of these prioritized impacts:

• RRA survey to assess the loss of vegetation, occupation, income and poverty

levels of the affected households, etc.

• Environmental quality baseline monitoring of noise, surface water, groundwater

and soil,

• Ecological surveys comprising vegetation, wildlife and fisheries covering both

mainland and wet land,

• Expert consultations, informal discussions, and public consultations.

8.2 Impact Screening

As part of the environmental impact assessment process, a screening matrix was tailored

specifically to the proposed Project, focusing the potential environmental impacts during the

design, construction and operation phases.  The matrix examined the interaction of project

activities with various components of the environment.  The impacts were broadly classified

as physical, biological and social, and then each of these broad categories further divided

into different aspects.  The potential impacts thus predicted were characterized as follows:

Highly negative (adverse) impact;

Moderately negative impact;

Insignificant impact;

Highly positive (beneficial) impact;

Moderately positive impact.

The matrix is provided in Table 8.1. The negative impacts predicted in this manner were the

‘unmitigated’ impacts.  Appropriate mitigation measures were recommended as part of this

EIA, thus reducing the occurrence possibility and severity of the potentially adverse impacts.

The potentially negative impacts identified through this process are discussed in the

subsequent sections.
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Table 8.1:  Environmental and Social Screening Matrix (Without mitigation measures)

Project Phases
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Pre -Construction phase

Materials/equipm
ent mobilization
( Carrying as well
as storing )

I I I I I I I I I N
I

I I I I NI
I

I I I NI

Construction phase

Construction of
labor sheds

Land
development for
sub-station

I NI I N
I

N
I

M
N

M
N

I N
I

M
N

I M
N

M
N

I I H
N

I I I NI

Earth Work in
Foundation

I I I I I M
N

M
N

I I I I M
N

M
N

I I I NI

Foundation
Treatment

N
I

NI N
I

N
I

N
I

I NI N
I

I I I NI NI I I NI H
P

I I NI

RCC Work I M
N

N
I

N
I

N
I
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I

N I I I N M
N

M
N

P I I NI

Brick Work up to
Plinth Level and
Superstructure
Back Filling with
Local Sand

I I N
I

N
I

N
I

NI NI N
I

N
I

NI N
I

NI NI NI NI NI NI I I NI

Plastering and
Finishing (electric
wiring, distemper
or plastic paint)

N
I
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I

N
I

N
I
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I

N
I

NI N
I

NI NI NI NI NI NI N H
N
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Fencing with
Concrete Pillar
and Barbed Wire

N
I
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I

N
I

N
I
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I

N
I
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I
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Erection of Tower N
I

I N
I

N
I

N
I
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I

N
I
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I
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N

I I NI

Stringing of
Transmission
Line

N
I

I I I N
I

NI NI N
I

N
I
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I

NI NI M
N
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P

H
N
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Post -Construction

Repair and
maintenance of
Transmission line

N
I
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I

N
I

N
I
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I

N
I

I N
I

NI NI M
N

M
N

NI H
N

H
P

M
N
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Note: No Impact (NI); Highly negative (adverse) impact (HN); Moderately negative impact (MN);

Insignificant impact (I); Highly positive (beneficial) impact (HP); Moderately positive impact (MP).
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8.3 Impact during pre-construction phase

Ambient air quality

At present, the quality of air is normal. Air quality may deteriorate slightly for transportation of

materials to the towers/ sub-station sites. Further deterioration may occur due to soil digging,

concrete works at tower / sub-station sites during project implementation. But the air quality

will be gradually improved during post project situation.

The significance of this potential unmitigated impact has been assessed as Moderate on the

basis of impact magnitude and receptor sensitivity.

Mitigations

o Construction material (sand/soil) to be covered with thick polythene while

transporting

o Water to be sprinkled as and where needed

o Exhaust emissions from vehicles and equipments should comply with

standards

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated with air pollution are

likely to be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.

Ambient Noise Quality

In present condition sound is within tolerable limit. No significant source of noise is found. It

may deteriorate slightly for transportation and unloading of materials. Further deterioration

may occur during concrete works, construction of tower/ sub-station. However, there will be

no impact during post-construction phase.

The significance of this potential unmitigated impact has been assessed as Moderate on

the basis of impact magnitude and receptor sensitivity.

Mitigations

o Movement of material carrying vehicles should be restricted/ limited during

the day time

o Noise levels from vehicles, equipment and machinery to comply with national

noise standards

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated noise quality is likely to

be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.
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Table 8.2: Impact matrix during pre-construction phase

IEC Location
Baseline

condition
Impacts

Magnitude

of impact*

Physical Environment & Water

Activity: Transportation of construction materials and equipments by heavy vehicle

Air quality 1. Ashuganj

2. Talsahar

3. Krishnanagar

4. Nabinagar

5. Singhab

6. Paikar Char

7. Sonarampur

8. Chotto Haran

9. Kalagachia

10. Bishnurampur

11. Darikandi

12. Alamnagar

13. Araihazar

14. Brahmandi

15. Uttar Natai

16. Baratala

17. Andidil

18. Poothai

Air quality is

good

Dust may temporarily be

generated during vehicle

movement and

transportation of

construction materials by

heavy vehicles.

-1

Noise Sound is

within

tolerable limit,

No significant

source of

noise found

Noise generation due to

mobilization of

construction materials

and equipment by heavy

vehicles.

-1

Land Resources (There would be no impact during this phase)

Agricultural Resources (There would be no impact during this phase)

Fisheries Resources (There would be no impact during this phase)

Ecological  Resources (There would be no impact during this phase)

Socio-economic Condition

Activity: Land development for sub-station

Land

acquisition

Sub-Station site No

compensation

needed

• Some people will lose
their crop land and
livelihood due to land
acquisition.

• Project affected
persons (PAPs) may be
deprived of getting
proper compensation.

-5

* No impact (0); Positive impact (+); Negative impact (-); Low impact (1-3); Medium impact (4-6); High

impact (7-8); Very high impact (9-10)

8.4 Impact during construction phase

Ambient air quality

At present, the quality of air is normal. Air quality may deteriorate slightly for transportation

of materials to the towers/ sub-station sites. Further deterioration may occur due to soil
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digging, concrete works at tower / sub-station sites during project implementation. But the air

quality will be gradually improved during post project situation.

The significance of this potential unmitigated impact has been assessed as Moderate on the

basis of impact magnitude and receptor sensitivity.

Mitigations

o Covering construction material with polythene (sand, coarse

aggregates).

o Water sprinkling where needed

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated with air quality are likely

to be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.

Ambient Noise Quality

In present condition sound is within tolerable limit. No significant source of noise is found. It

may deteriorate slightly for transportation and unloading of materials. Further deterioration

may occur during concrete works, construction of tower/ sub-station. However, there will be

no impact during post-construction phase.

The significance of this potential unmitigated impact has been assessed as Moderate on the

basis of impact magnitude and receptor sensitivity.

Mitigations

o Noise levels from equipment and machinery to comply with national noise

standards

o Machineries to have proper mufflers and silencers

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated with noise are likely to

be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.

Water Quality

Surface water quality may adversely be impacted at construction period. Construction work

within a waterway, throwing of liquid and solid waste into surface water, vegetation clearing

and other construction activities will further deteriorate the water quality.

The significance of this potential unmitigated impact has been assessed as Moderate on the

basis of impact magnitude and receptor sensitivity.

Mitigations

o Throwing of solid and liquid waste into water should be banned.

o Adjustments of selected locations for labor shed, stock yard etc. if possible,

select places far from water bodies.

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated with water quality are

likely to be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.
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Navigation

The proposed transmission line would be crossing the Meghna River at Char Dighaldi and

Paikar Char at Narsingdi sadar. Construction work in waterway will hamper the navigation

for local people at construction period. In addition the lower transmission lines would

approximately be at an elevation of around 65 m above the mean sea level (considering an

average tower height of 90 m, elevation of the lowest wires at 70 m, and a vertical sag of 5

m), which may have impact on navigation in the longer perception.

Mitigations

o Diversion channel should be created before staring the construction work.

o Arrange navigation signal during wiring at the water way

Residual Impacts

With the help of above mitigation measures, the impacts associated with navigation are likely

to be adequately addressed and the significance of residual impact will be Low.

Table 8.2: Impact matrix during constuction phase

IEC Location
Baseline

condition
Impacts

Magnitude

of impact*

Physical Environment and Water

Activity: Construction of tower and sub-station site

Air quality 1. Pakunda

2. Darikandi

3. Panchgaon

4. Kanthalia

5. Mollar Char

6. Paharikandi

7. Kalagachha

8. Paikar char

9. Dariadaulat

10. Kolbandha

11. Sonarampur

12. Nilakhali

13. Tezkhali

14. Sreeghar

15. Bishnorampur

16. Sitharampur

17. Nabinagar

18. Krishnanagar

19. Sadekpur

20. Damchail

21. Shalgaon

22. Natai,

23. Poyaggram

24. Poothai

25. Andil

26. Talsahar

Air quality is

good

(i) Further deterioration

of air quality may occur

during soil digging by

heavy equipment

(ii) Dust generation

from concrete mixture

machine during mixing

-1

Noise Sound is

within

tolerable

limit, No

significant

source of

noise found

(i) Noise generation

due to construction of

tower

(ii) Noise generation

from concrete mixture

machine

-1

Interference

with road

crossing

Normal Temporary impact

while stringing wires.

-1
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IEC Location
Baseline

condition
Impacts

Magnitude

of impact*

Water Quality 1.Singhab

2. Pakunda

3. Paikar Char

4.Sadasardi

5.Char dighaldi

6.Tezkhali

7.Paschim

Nabinagar

8.Krishnanagar

9.Barail

10.Talsahar

Normal Surface water quality

will deteriorate by

construction waste

-2

Navigation Continuous

movement

of waterway

transport

Construction work in

waterway will hamper

the movement of boat/

traller and other

waterway transport.

-2

River Course Erosion

prone

Placing suspension

structures near the river

banks will increase

river erosion

-1

Land Resources

Activity: Activity: Construction of tower and sub-station site

Land type and

land form

Study area Plain land

and high to

very lowland

(F0 to F4)

Land type will be

changed and lowland

would turn into high

land

-1

Soil texture Study area Mainly Clay

loam to

loamy

texture soil

The clay loam/ loamy

textural soil might turn

sandy soil

-1

Soil

Potentiality

Study area Moderately

potential  for

agricultural

crops

Will Impact in Tower

locations

-1

Activity: Land development for sub-station

Land use Sub-station area Proposed

Ashuganj-

Bhulta sub-

station on

agriculture

land

Land use would be

changed

-1

Agricultural Resources

Activity: Land development for sub-station site

Construction of tower and sub-station site

Crop

production

Sub-station area and

in RoW areas

Yield rate of

HYV Boro,

HYV Aman

and Lt.

Aman rice

are about

Partial loss of crop

production on RoW and

total loss at sub-station

site.

-2
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IEC Location
Baseline

condition
Impacts

Magnitude

of impact*

3.5, 2.8 and

2.4 ton/ha

respectively.

Fisheries Resources

Activity : Land development for construction of Sub-Station

1. Fish

Habitat

2. Fish

Production

Sub-Station area

(Pakundia at,

Bhulta).

Low and

seasonal

floodplain,

Water retain

only rainy

season,

HYV boro

and Aman

are

cultivated in

this land.

o Fish habitat would

be lost by 8 ha due to

land development for

Sub-Station.

o Partial loss of fish

and aquatic biodiversity

resulting partial loss of

fish production.

-1

Ecological Resources

Terrestrial

Vegetation

Sub-station area and

in RoW areas

Moderate

density of

terrestrial

vegetation,

major types

are

homestead

and crop

field

vegetation

Damages of all plants

at proposed tower site.

Additional damages of

herbaceous plants for

material storing, labour

and construction

vehicle movement.

Large homesteads

trees on the RoW. Will

be cut. Temporary

damage of vegetation

for wire stringing

-5

Wildlife and

their habitat

Sub-station area and

in RoW areas

Population

and

diversity of

wildlife is

moderate

Major

habitat type

is

homestead

forest,

floodplains

and crop

fields

Relocation of wildlife for

habitats loss due to

vegetation damage.

Wildlife will be

disturbed for generation

of noise from

construction vehicles

and labour

-2

Socio-economic Condition

Activity: Establishment of construction camps for workers

Employment

opportunities

Sub-Station  and

transmission line

areas

Many

people are

unemployed

in study

• A temporary

employment may be

created for unskilled

laborers during

+3
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IEC Location
Baseline

condition
Impacts

Magnitude

of impact*

area construction of labour

sheds

Activity: Construction of the 70 km 400 kV overhead transmission line

Employment

opportunities

All over study area About 20%

of total

people is

not working

due to

limited

opportunity

• Local people

will be engaged in

construction of new

transmission line as

because of created

employment

opportunities in

construction work

+2

Activity: Land development for sub-station

Employment

opportunities

Sub-Station area

(Pakundia at Bhulta)

A significant

portion of

total people

do not work

• Local people

may be engaged in

land development for

sub-station

+2

Activity: Tower erection, conductor stringing, switchyard foundation of substation

equipment set up, equipment wiring

Occupational

Health

Transmission line

and sub-station area

There are

no medical

facilities

available

near the

working

area.

• The workers will

suffer from different

water borne diseases

due to lack in supply of

safe drinking water as

well as improper

sanitation system.

-3

* No impact (0); Positive impact (+); Negative impact (-); Low impact (1-3); Medium impact (4-6); High

impact (7-8); Very high impact (9-10)

8.5 Impact during Post- Construction phase

Land resources

Future without project

If the project would not be implemented, there would be no impact on land use.

Future with project

Different industrial park and bazaar might be established in agricultural land after project

implementation for sub-station dwellers and local beneficiaries. As a result land use might be

changed for that purpose.

Agriculture resources

Future without project

If the project would not be implemented, there would be no impact on crop production.

Future with project
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During post construction phase, land use might be changed for the establishment of bazaar

/industrial park. As a result, partial crop production loss would be occurring.

Fisheries resources

Future without Project

In FWOP, habitat quality of open water fish habitats would deteriorate for some extent due to

humanitarian activities like industrial effluent coming from nearby dying industries of Sub -

Station and decomposition of paddy and duck weed. It is found during field visit that water of

river and khal has already been polluted which has made water unsuitable for fish habitation.

In monsoon, this polluted water spread over the surrounding floodplain which causes

mortality of fish species as well as aquatic animals. However, it is expected that the polluted

water would aggravate the aquatic condition in future which will cause unsuitable for fish

habitation seriously in this area. But culture area would remain same as base condition.

Future with Project

Fish habitat loss and its quality degradation will not be occurring due to construction of
transmission line tower. On the other hand, construction of sub-station will require 8 hectare
of land. The proposed land is seasonal floodplain and water depth during monsoon varies
from 5 to 8 feet.  Due to construction of Sub-Station in floodplain, 8 ha of floodplain fish
habitat would be lost permanently. It is projected that culturable fish pond would be
transformed into culture fish pond and improved culture technology would be adopted by the
farmers. The expected fish habitat both capture and culture area would be 144 ha.

Fish Production

Future without Project

The average yield rate of capture fish habitats in the sub-station area is unsatisfactory due to
deterioration of habitat quality for water pollution. The polluted water has caused
disappearance of many fish species from the Sub-Station area. If this situation is continued,
the production rate of capture fish habitats e.g.  River and khal, floodplain would decline
enormously.  However, Capture fish production would be 33.9 tons. Culture fish production
would remain same.

Future with Project

The proposed Sub-Station will cause permanent loss to 8 ha of seasonal floodplain fish
habitat area which will ultimately reduce fish production. Capture fisheries production at the
station area will be decreased due to reduction of seasonal floodplain area.  As such, total
capture fisheries production with project situation will be 32.3 tons. It is expected that culture
pond would be increased which will meet up the loss of fish production partially. The
estimated and expected total fish production from different habitats of the study area would
be 35.3 tons.

Ecological resources

Future without Project

The existing terrestrial vegetation and wildlife composition and diversity of the study area will
further partially change

Future with Project

In FWIP, trees on the RoW will be cut. Relocation of wildlife species due to vegetation

damage/ terrestrial vegetation, disturb and increase risk of death to flying mammals and
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birds while passing through the TL. Transmission tower will provide resting place of some

birds dependent on floodplains

Socio-economic resources

Future without Project

In FWOP, the economic and social situations of study area will remain almost same due to

lack of development initiatives. Working opportunity may be expanded slowly following the

normal development trend. The livelihood of local people including their income, employment

opportunities etc within the study area will typically be improved with normal pace of growth.

The lives and properties of the local people would not be significantly changed in respect of

local demand. The quality of life of local dweller would remain same or improve to some

extent compare to the present condition.

Future with Project

In FWIP, the project will impact the PAPs in terms of land acquisition at sub-station and
tower areas. On the other hand, it will create employment opportunity at the project level and
initiate a regional and/or national development process through transmission and distribution
of electricity to the potential areas. Use of electricity in agriculture, industry and other sectors
will promote overall development of the local communities also. The livelihood of local
people will be improved directly and/or indirectly with support of different income and
employment generation opportunities in potential sectors. The improvement in road
communication, public health, education as a result of the project will be generated as
secondary level benefits for the local people. All these would enhance the standard of living
as well as quality of life of the project area people.

Table 8.3: Impact matrix after constuction /operation phase

IEC Base Condition FWOP FWIP Magnitude

of impact*

Water Resources

There would be no impact during post-construction phase

Land Resources

Land use Proposed Ashuganj-

Bhulta sub-station on

agriculture land

No impact Land use would

be changed

-2

Agricultural Resources

Crop

production

Yield rate of HYV Boro,

HYV Aman and Lt.

Aman rice   are about

3.5, 2.8 and 2.4 ton/ha

respectively

No loss of crop

production

Partial crop

production loss

would be

occurring.

-1

Fisheries Resources

Fish habitat Low land and seasonal

floodplain, Water retain

only rainy season, HYV

boro and Aman are

cultivated in this land.

-Total fish habitat is 152

ha

Fish habitat will

be same but

habitat quality

will be

deteriorated

compare to

base condition

due to water

pollution by

Fish habitat

area would be

144 ha

Capture:

142 ha

Culture: 2 ha

-1
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IEC Base Condition FWOP FWIP Magnitude

of impact*

Capture: 150 ha

Culture:  2 ha

industrial

effluent.

Fish

production

Total fish production  is

37.3 tons

Capture: 34.3 tons

Culture: 3 tons

o Fish

production

would be 36.9

tons

o Capture:

33.9 tons.

o Culture:

3 tons.

o Fish

biodiversity as

well as fish

biodiversity will

be declined due

to degradation

of habitat

quality.

o Fish

production

would be 35.3

tons

o Capture:

32.3 tons

o Culture:

3 tons

-1

Ecological Resources

Terrestrial

Vegetation

Moderate density of

terrestrial vegetation,

major types are

homestead  and crop

field vegetation

The existing

terrestrial

vegetation

diversity of the

study area will

further partially

change

Restriction for

planting large

trees on the

RoW

-3

Wildlife and

their habitat

Population and diversity

of wildlife is moderate

Major habitat type is

homestead forest,

floodplains and crop

fields

Wildlife

composition

and diversity of

the study area

will further

partially change

Restriction for

planting large

trees on the

RoW

-2

Socio-economic Condition

Land Price

(Sub-station

area)

Homesteads:

Tk.4,13,33,333/Ac

Agricultural:

Tk.2,33,33,333/Ac

Commercial:

Tk.3,03,33,343/Ac

Others:Tk.2,00,00,000

Ac

Land price

would be

increased

normally

Land price

would be

increased

+4

Land Price

(Transmission

Homesteads:

Tk. 3,00,00,000

Land price

would be

Land price

would be

-2
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IEC Base Condition FWOP FWIP Magnitude

of impact*

line) /Ac.

Agricultural:

Tk. 53,12,500/Ac.

Floodplains:

Tk. 37,50,000/Ac.

Commercial:

Tk. 1,43,75,000

/Ac.

increased

gradually

decreased

steadily

* No impact (0); Positive impact (+); Negative impact (-); Low impact (1-3); Medium impact (4-6); High impact (7-

8); Very high impact (9-10)



9. Environmental Management Plan

9.1 Introduction

Environmental Management Plan (EMP) generally includes the mitigation, enhancement,

compensation and contingency plans for managing the consequences of the Project

interventions at pre-construction, construction and post-construction phases of the project. In

order to prepare EMP within the IEE of Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project, the literature

review along with the reconnaissance field survey was done and finally expert judgment was

applied as and where required. A number of mitigation, enhancement, compensation and

contingency measures have been suggested in this regard considering the beneficial and/or

adverse impacts of the project interventions. A monitoring plan is also included in under the

EMP. The EMP for the Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project is presented below.

9.2 Compensation Plan

Compensation should be given to the legal owners for land, and structures including houses

as well as the cultivators of crops and owners of trees which fall within the RoW of tower

sites and substation site. In this regard separate inventory of losses (IoL) survey along with

necessary assessment for compensation is required to be done by the Project Director,

Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project.

9.3 Institutional Requirements and Monitoring Plan

The environmental monitoring plan will help in detecting changes taking place during as well

as after establishing the transmission line and substation so that necessary steps can be

taken to rectify defects or deficiencies, if any. The monitoring plan focused on the

implementation of the mitigation/ enhancement measures during pre-construction,

construction and post-construction/ operation stages. The project implementation will be

carried out under the overall supervision of the Project Director, Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L

Project. For detailed supervision and monitoring, an external agency with experience in

conducting environmental studies and monitoring with the application of Remotely Sensed

(RS) satellite images and GIS facilities should be engaged.

9.4 Physical Environment and Water

Pre-construction phase

Impacts Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Dust may

temporarily be

generated during

vehicle

movement and

transportation of

construction

materials by

-2 (i) Construction material

(sand/soil) to be covered with

thick polythene while

transporting

(ii) Water to be sprinkled as

and where needed

(iv) Exhaust emissions from

vehicles and equipments

-1 PGCB and

Contractor
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Impacts Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

heavy vehicles. should comply with standards

Noise generation

due to

mobilization of

construction

materials and

equipment by

heavy vehicles.

-2 (i) Movement of material

carrying vehicles should be

restricted/ limited during the

day time

(ii) Noise levels from vehicles,

equipment and machinery to

comply with national noise

standards

-1 PGCB and

Contractor

Construction Phase

Impact
Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/

Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Further

deterioration of

air quality may

occur during soil

digging by heavy

equipment

(ii)  Dust

generation from

concrete mixture

machine during

mixing

-2 (i) Covering construction

material with polythene

(sand, coarse

aggregates).

(ii) Water sprinkling

where needed

-1 PGCB and

Contractor

(i)  Noise

generation due

to construction

of tower

(ii) Noise

generation from

concrete mixture

machine

-2 (i) Noise levels from

equipment and

machinery to comply

with national noise

standards

(ii) Machineries to have

proper mufflers and

silencers

-1 PGCB and

Contractor

May create

disturbance to

the surrounding

land, water and

settlements.

-1 (i) The surrounding area

should be kept clean.

(ii) Signboards and

public awareness are

also required.

0 PGCB and

Contractor

Temporary

impact while

stringing wires.

-1 (i) Stringing wire work

should be done in the

early morning

(ii) Scaffoldings should

be placed over the

0 PGCB and

Contractor
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Impact
Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/

Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

crossing points of roads

while stringing

conductors.

(iii) Danger signs and

public awareness are

also required

Surface water

quality may

adversely be

impacted

-2 Adjustments of selected

locations for labor shed,

stock yard etc. if

possible and select

places far from water

bodies.

-1 PGCB and

Contractor

Navigation might

be adversely

impacted

-1 N/A 0 PGCB

River course

might be

adversely

impacted

-1 Providing erosion

preventing structures in

places where towers are

constructed on

vulnerable places

0 PGCB and

Contractor

Post-construction Phase

As there will be no impact on Post construction phase, No EMP is required.

9.5 Land and Agricultural Resources

Pre-construction phase

Construction phase

Impacts
Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Land type will

be changed

and lowland

would turn into

high land

-1 The basement/ platform

construction will change the

land type of the project area. It

should be ensured that the

change in land type will be

limited within the project

boundary.

0 PGCB and

Contractor

The clay loam/

loamy textural

soil might turn

sandy soil

-1 The area under the project will

be filled up with external soils

and sand materials. Precaution

should be taken to place top-soil

on the top layer.

0 PGCB and

Contractor
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Impacts
Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Will Impact in

Tower

locations

-1 During the construction period,

the contractor should carefully

dig the hole for erecting the

Pole. The excavated soils

should be properly stacked and

the hole should be refilled with

the stacked soil by maintaining

the sequence of the profile (i.e.

substratum – Subsoil – Topsoil).

The loosened topsoil on the

surface must be compacted well

so that no erosion can take

place. Adequate compensation

for crop loss should be paid to

the actual landowners/

sharecroppers.

0 PGCB and

Contractor

Partial loss of

crop

production on

RoW and total

loss at sub-

station site.

-2 The mobilization and

construction work of the project

should be carried out carefully,

so that during construction,

standing crop would not be

damaged. If needed, the project

work should be delayed for

allowing the farmers to harvest

their crop. The work should not

be continued through the

ripened crop fields.

0 PGCB and

Contractor

Post-Construction phase

Impacts
Magnitude of

impact

Mitigation/

Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Land use would be

changed

-2 N/A 0 PGCB

Partial crop

production loss

would be occurring.

-1 N/A 0 PGCB

9.6 Fisheries Resources

Pre-construction phase

As there will be no impact on Post construction phase, No EMP is required.
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Construction phase

Impact Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/

Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

o Fish habitat

would be lost by 8 ha

due to land

development for

Sub-Station

o Partial loss of

fish and aquatic

biodiversity resulting

partial loss of fish

production.

-1 o Select high land

much as possible

o Avoid the

construction work

during monsoon as well

as fish migration period

e.g. month of May to

July.

0 PGCB,

Contractor

and DoF in

coordination

with the local

community

Post-construction phase

Impact Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

o Estimated

net loss to

fish habitat

area would

be 8 ha

-1 o To abstain from discharging

of untreated industrial effluent and

using agro chemicals as far as

possible and using the organic

manure through piloting by DAE.

o Awareness development

program should be introduced and

disseminate the knowledge about

the importance of natural

resources

o Encourage improved culture

fish practices to fish farmers.

o Training on fish nursery and

pond culture should be conducted

by DoF.

0 PGCB and

DoF in

coordination

with the local

community

Fish

production

loss would

be 1.6 ton

-1 o Mentioned above 0 PGCB and

DoF in

coordination

with the local

community

9.7 Ecological Resources

Pre-construction phase

As there will be no impact on Post construction phase, No EMP is required.
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Construction phase

Impact Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/

Compensation/Enhancement

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsibility

Damages

of

Vegetation

-3 • Minimize vegetation loss as much

as possible during earthwork and wire

stringing

• Use barren land for storing

materials and vehicle movement

• Aware local people to plant

medium high trees to maintain plant

diversity in the area

• Give proper compensation against

homestead tree felling to the owners

• Plantation of selected trees species

of medium height and high

productivity (local plants, lemon,

guava, and timber yielding) should be

done in the sub- station area. In this

case wild tree and rapid growing

timber trees should be emphasized.

-1 PGCB and

Contractor

Impacts

on wildlife

and their

habitats

-2 • Minimize vegetation loss as much

as possible during earthwork and wire

stringing

• Avoid construction work during

breeding season and destruction of

nest and wildlife habitat.

• Use low sound emitting

machineries for construction and

avoid works in night.

• Covered transmission line should

be used to avoid the impact on aerial

wildlife.

• Use adequate color bands/flags

with transmission wires so that the

flying animals will aware while pass

through the line.

• Create the same habitat (i.e. pond)

beside the new proposed substation

to avoid impact on wildlife.

• Avoid killing wildlife so that they can

at least escape to other places.

• Construction work should be taken

up in the dry season; it would

minimize damage to wetland wildlife

• Plantation of fruiting  tree species of

medium height and high productivity

should be done in the right of way to

feeding support of wildlife

0 PGCB and

Contractor
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Post-construction phase

Impact Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

Agency

Restriction

for planting

large trees

on the RoW

-3 o Minimize vegetation loss as

much as possible during

earthwork and wire stringing

o Use barren land for storing

materials and vehicle movement

o Aware local people to plant

medium high trees to maintain

plant diversity in the area

o Give proper compensation

against homestead tree felling to

the owners

-1 PGCB

Wildlife and

their habitat

would be

impacted

-2 o Plantation of fruiting  tree

species of medium height and

high productivity should be done in

the right of way to feeding support

of wildlife

-1 PGCB

9.8 Socio-economic Condition

Pre-construction phase

Impact Magnitude

of impact

Mitigation/

Enhancement/

Compensation/

Contingency

Magnitude

with EMP

Responsible

agency

• Some people will

lose their crop land and

livelihood due to land

acquisition in substation

• Project affected

persons (PAPs) may be

deprived of getting proper

compensation

-5 • Ensure proper

compensation to the

PAPs

• Compensation

should be paid

through local

government

institutions e.g. UP

0 PGCB and

RAP

Consultant

Construction phase

Impact Magnitu

de of

impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitu

de with

EMP

Responsibl

e agency

A temporary

employment may be

created for unskilled

laborers during

construction of labour

sheds

+3 Local labour including PAPs

should be given priority in

construction of labour sheds

+4 PGCB and

Contractor

Local people will be

engaged in

+2 • The PAPs should be given

priority in civil work during

+3 PGCB and

Contractor
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Impact Magnitu

de of

impact

Mitigation/ Enhancement/

Compensation/ Contingency

Magnitu

de with

EMP

Responsibl

e agency

construction of new

transmission line as

because of created

employment

opportunities in

construction work

construction

• Local labour should be

given priority in construction

work of transmission line

Local people may be

engaged in land

development for sub-

station

+2 • Local sand/soil

suppliers/contractors would be

given priority in land

development work -

+3 PGCB and

Contractor

Local technicians

may be engaged in

conducting technical

activities of the

transmission line

construction

+2 Technicians from domestic

sources would be recruited

side by side of the foreign

technicians

+3 PGCB and

Contractor

Some workers and

local people may be

injured due to

occurrence of

accidents in

constructing sub-

station and

transmission line

-3 • Occupational safety

measures should be

introduced during construction

by ensuring use of PPE i.e.

helmet, hand gloves,

protective clothing, gumboot,

special glass for protection of

radiation for the working

personnel

• Organize a training and

awareness program for the

workers and local communities

• Provide health insurance for

employees during working

periods

• Keep registers/records on

incidents of accidental events

0 PGCB and

Contractor

The workers will

suffer from different

water borne diseases

due to lack in supply

of safe drinking water

as well as improper

sanitation system.

-3 • Drinking water and proper

sanitation facilities for the

working personnel should be

ensured.

• Keeping of First Aid Box for

each labour shed

• Worker’s awareness training

on safety and health risks

during construction operations.

• Keeping of registers/ records

on treatments provided to the

ill workers

0 PGCB and

Contractor
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Post-construction phase

No EMP is required during post-construction phase.

9.9 Monitoring Plan

Pre-construction Phase

In this phase, no implementation monitoring plan is needed for checking EMP

implementation works.

Construction phase

Power Grid Company Bangladesh

ASHUGANJ – BHULTA 400 KV TRANSMISSION LINE

PROJECT

EMP IMPLEMENTATION

Book No. _______________ Monitoring Report

No._______________________

Date:____________________ Time:______________________

Contract:__________________________________________________________________

Contractor:________________________________________________________________

Work Sites (s):_____________________________________________________________

Sl
DAILY EHS

CHECKLIST
Yes No

Score

Yes=+5

No=-5

Sl
DAILY EHS

CHECKLIST
Yes No

Score

Yes=+5

No=-5

1 Correct

disposal of

construction

waste of tower

10 No social issue

created

2 Interference

with road

crossing

11 Health

precautions

taken

3 Ambient air

quality

12 Fire fighters with

materials

4 Ambient noise

quality

13 Earth work for

foundation

5 Correct

disposal of

liquid waste

14 Spoil earth

dumping

system

6 Vehicles with

no smoke or

noise

15 Top-soil

protection

system  from

borrow pit area

7 Vehicles within 16 Labour camp
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Sl
DAILY EHS

CHECKLIST
Yes No

Score

Yes=+5

No=-5

Sl
DAILY EHS

CHECKLIST
Yes No

Score

Yes=+5

No=-5

speed limit location &

management in

order

8 No pollution

from

construction

site

17 Drinking water

and sanitation

facilities for

labour

9 No Oil/Diesel

spills on land or

water

18 Awareness of

workers about

hazardous

materials and

proper handling

methods

B. EXPLANATION (of any of above points) Total Scores  =  _______%

C. NON COMPLIANCE:

Non Compliance #

Period Description

Class

1. Minor:  Under One Month (Contractor
alerted)

2. Moderate: Over One Month but under Two
Months (Contractor warned)

3. Major: About Two Months (Contractor’s
local bill withheld by RE* till compliance)

4. Critical: Over Three Months (Contractor’s
overall bill withheld by RE and PM* till
compliance)
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D. CIRCULATION

1) Chairman, PGCB 2) DG, DOE 3) PD, 400 kV TL Project 4) EE, Local PGCB Office

Field EHS* Monitor of Consultant

(Full Name & Signature)

*EHS- Environment Health & Safety

*RE – Resident Engineer

*ES – Environmental Supervisor of Consultants.

Field EHS Expert of Contractor

(Full Name & Signature)

Post Construction phase

Water Resources Monitoring Plan

No monitoring plan is required during this phase.

Agricultural Monitoring Plan

Indicators Method Locations Frequency Monitoring

Agency

Land recovery after

waste removal by

contractor

Field

observation

Labor shed Once after

implementation

PGCB,

Environmental

Consultant

Fisheries Monitoring Plan

Indicator Method Location Frequency Responsible Agency

Awareness

Development

Observation of

wetland/ natural

resource base

national and

international days

Around

the Sub-

Station

area

Selected days

and continue

at least two

year.

PGCB, Environmental

Consultant, DoF,

Community Base

Organizations, Local

community

Ecological Monitoring Plan

Measure/Indicator Method Locations Frequency Responsible

Agency

Vegetation growing

under the

transmission line with

regular pruning

Direct

Observation

Row sites and

sub- station site

Once in each 6

months for

project life time

PGCB,

Environmental

Consultant

Wildlife occurrence Direct

Observation

RoW and sub-

station site

Twice in a year

for next 2 years

after operation

of the project

PGCB,

Environmental

Consultant
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Social Monitoring Plan

Indicator Method Location Frequency Responsible
Agency

Implementation
of resettlement
activities

KII with the
Officials and FGD
and RRA with the
affected
households

Sub-station
area

Quarterly at
pre and
during
construction
period

PGCB, Deputy
Commissioner
and RAP
Consultant with
support from LGIs

Occupational
safety

Review of
Registers/Records
prepared on
incidents of
accidental events

Sub-station
and
transmission
RoW area

Fortnightly
during
construction
period

PGCB and
Environmental
Consultant

Employment
opportunities
during
construction
(technical and
non- technical)

KII with the PGCB
and Contractor
RRA and
observation

Sub-station
and
transmission
RoW area

Monthly
during
construction
period

PGCB and
Environmental
Consultant

9.10 EMP Cost Estimate

Sl.

No.

EMP Measures Cost

(Lakh

Tk.)

Sl.

No.

Monitoring Item Cost

(Lakh

Tk.)

1 During the construction period, the

contractor should carefully dig the

hole for erecting the Pole. The

excavated soils should be properly

stacked and the hole should be

refilled with the stacked soil by

maintaining the sequence of the

profile (i.e. substratum – Subsoil –

Topsoil).

20.00 1 Land recovery after

waste removal by

contractor

10.00

2 Awareness

development

10.00

3 Vegetation growing

under the transmission

line with regular

pruning

10.00

2 Adequate compensation for

damage of crops has to be paid.

20.00 4 Wildlife occurrence

(Lump sum)

10.00

3 Plantation of selected trees at  the

Power Sub-station area

20.00 5 Implementation of

resettlement activities

10.00

4 Fund for ‘Conducting RAP Study’

for the Bhulta Substation

80.00 6 Occupational safety 10.00

5 Fund for ‘Implementing RAP

activities in Bhulta Substation area

120.00 7 Employment

opportunities during

construction (technical

and non- technical)

10.00

Sub-total 260.00 Sub-total 70.00

Grand Total = 330.00*

* Amount may be changed subject to recommendations of proposed RAP Study to be conducted

under the Project Authority

Source: EIA study, CEGIS.
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10. Public Consultations

10.1 Introduction

Public Consultation and Disclosure is mandatory for the Environmental Impact Assessment

(EIA) study of any development initiative according to the EIA Guidelines of the DoE, GoB.

Public consultation and disclosure is a part of the EIA process aimed at involving the project

stakeholders into the project development and implementation process. During the

consultation process the proposed project interventions were discussed. In the consultation

process, the stakeholders got involved with the study consultants in reforming/developing

the study interventions considering the local needs and aspirations in line with the problems

and solutions suggested by them. The proposed interventions of the “Ashuganj–Bhulta 400

kV Transmission Line Project” and the possible impacts were shared with the local

stakeholders for obtaining their perceptions, views and feedbacks on the probable changes

likely to happen within the study area.

10.2 Objectives

The objectives of the public consultation meetings were to inform local people about:

- the concept and aim of the proposed project;

- the interventions of the proposed project;

- temporary problems that could be created from the proposed project interventions;

- perceived impacts of the proposed project;

- possible suggestions to resolve the perceived problems; and

- scope of participation of the local community in the project development and

implementation process.

10.3 Public Consultation Methodology

The consultant team prepared a checklist for the consultation meetings. The issues on the

overall study planning as well as project interventions and probable impacts of project on the

environment, socio-economy and institution were incorporated in the checklist. The issues of

discussion were also shared with the implementing authority for obtaining their response and

suggestion. The probable places of meeting were selected in consultation with the PGCB

officials and local knowledgeable persons of the study area.

A Socio-economist from the multi-disciplinary EIA consultant team facilitated the consultation

process with instantly available local people separately to collect/record opinions and views

from their own perspectives. The other members of the EIA team also attended and assisted

as necessary. The team used maps of the study area during discussion to share about the

interventions for the participants of the consultation meetings. The facilitators explained all

relevant points and issues in order to enable the participants to comprehend the proposed

interventions/ activities properly and to respond accordingly. The team took utmost care in

recording opinions and views of the participants relevant to the EIA study. Most of the cases

the women were found not willing to attend in the meetings held at the local

markets/shops/public places.
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10.4 Summary of Consultation

Consultation with stakeholders, which is a continuous process till the completion of the

project, was held at the time of the field survey. School teachers, village leaders, and local

government members were consulted in groups as well as individually. Female heads of the

households were also interviewed either in group or individually. The project implementation

authority (PGCB) will also need to consult with the local stakeholders during the

implementation of proposed project. Some important findings of the public consultation are

given below.

10.4.1 Positive perceptions

1. The high voltage electricity transmission  line will improve the electricity supply
system in city as well as study area;

2. People should be considered for employment during the construction  of the
project for both technical and non-technical labor which will generate additional
income of the study area;

3. This project will ensure uninterrupted supply of electricity;
4. It will meet the current and growing demand of electricity of the Dhaka city as well

as study area;
5. The numbers of industries will be increased in the study area using more power

supply;
6. More industrialization will help to generate employment opportunities in the study

areas and ensure local and national economic growth.

10.4.2 Negative perceptions

1. Some agricultural land will be acquired for installing sub-station and towers

2. Some trees may be cut down for the sub-station and towers

3. Land owners of sub-station area may suffer for improper compensation for their land
to be acquired by PGCB;

4. Cultivation of land at the tower basement area will be highly interrupted;

5. In the period of rainy season, especially in thunder, high voltage lines become
dangerous. So safety is a matter of worried;

6. Accidents  occur  every  year  due  to  the presence of transmission  line,  which  is
low  in  height. Proper maintenance is required;

7. Risk may arise during dismantling the existing sub-station buildings.

10.4.3 Suggestions

1. Damaged road should be repaired after construction of power transmission line;
2. Proper compensation should be given against land acquisition for sub-station and

tower and actual value should be paid against the damaged crops and trees;
3. Real land owners and sharecroppers should be identified for compensating land;
4. No work should be started for implementing the project until proper compensation is

paid to the displaced people;
5. Compensation money should be paid through bank accounts of displaced people;
6. The affected persons should be trained for income generation and livelihood

restoration programs;
7. Plantation of trees would be required when cutting of trees would be essential;
8. During construction period, health and safety issues should be mitigated properly by

the implementing agencies.
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10.5 Outputs of Discussions

Issues discussed with problems and suggested solution

Table 10.1: Problems and suggested Solutions

SL.

No.

Issue Problems Suggested solution

1 Less employment

opportunity
• Employment opportunities

are not sufficient to

employ the local labour

force

• Agricultural labors are at

high risk as because

crops are frequently

damaged by flooding, and

water logging which

ultimately shrinking

employment in agriculture

sector

• Employment opportunity

should be extended for

the vulnerable project

affected persons under

the project

2 Poor communication

system
• Paved and semi-paved

road will be hampered by

the heavy engineering

vehicles

• Damaged road should be

repaired after

construction of power

transmission line

3 Safety in compare to

poor health facilities
• Health and safety

condition may be

deteriorated  during and

post construction period

• Health and safety issues

should be given

appropriate attention

4 Impact on income

from agricultural land
• Some of farmers whose

land will be acquired for

the purpose of project

would be unable to

cultivate land

• Agricultural income will be

reduced due to land

acquisition

• Minimization of

acquisition of lands, crops

and trees during

construction of project

• Proper compensation

should be given against

acquired land

• The project proponent

through Government may

peruse necessary

amendment of current

policies/acts on

compensation against

acquisition/requisition of

land for tower

construction

5 Damage of standing

crops
• Huge standing crops will

be damaged due to

construction of project

• Actual value should be

paid against the damaged

crops.

6 Hamper of structures • Some houses will be

destroyed for the project

• Settlement should be

avoided by Angle Point

7 Displacement • Some people including • Displaced people should
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SL.

No.

Issue Problems Suggested solution

vulnerable one will be

displaced from own

house due to project

be resettled by the project

• Special assistance should

be given to them under

the development project

8 Compensation and

assistance
• Compensation and

assistance may be given

insufficient against

current market price

• Compensation have to be

paid according to the

present market price

9 Local people

participation
• Most of the local people

do not about development

project in preferable area

• Of course, during the

project have to be

involved to the local

people

10 Local people

participation
• Most of the local people

do not about development

project in preferable area

• Of course, during the

project have to be

involved to the local

people

10.6 Public Disclosure

After finalization of the EIA report, PGCB will place the report to PGCB website for

comments of all stakeholders.

10.7 Photographs of Consultations
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10.8 Participants of Discussions

A participants list of different consultation sites has shown in the Table 10.2.

Table 10.2: List of Participants

SI.

No

Name Age Occupation Village/Union Mobile no.

1 Hakim Mia 35 Business Singlabor 01856908363

2 Md. Neyamot Ullah 32 Business Singlabor 01942946754

3 Md. Shaon 20 Student Pakunda 01855533755

4 Md. Masud 38 Business Singlabor 01836953611

5 Md.Anawer 40 Agriculture Brahman Daokadi 01816273249

6 Md. Ali Ajgar 45 Service Brahman Daokadi 01716165571

7 Md. Guljar 42 Agriculture Brahman Daokadi 01733454933

8 Md. Mamun-or-

Rashid

38 Business Karai Tola 01947364181

9 Md. Farhad 33 Quack

doctor

Puranchar 01734233584

10 Md. Moharam Ali 65 Business Bisnurampur -

11 Md. Amir Hossain 35 Business Bisnurampur 01816366562

12 Md.Shaheen 28 Rickshaw

puller

Narayanpur 01950847860

13 Md. Rahmat Ullah 40 Agriculture Jolla 01715925097

14 Jahurul Islam 38 Agriculture Talshahar -

15 Md. Rabiul 45 Wage labor Choto Haron -

16 Md. Shaheen Miah 25 Rickshaw

puller

Narayanpur 01949019168

17 Md. Jahangir Miah 25 Rickshaw

puller

Narayanpur -

18 Md. Al Amin 24 CNG driver Do -

19 Md. Jakir Hossain 26 Immigrant Do -

20 Md. Sharif Miah 25 Business Do -

21 Md. Mukul Miah 60 Talsher,

Ashuganj

Service (retired) -

22 Md. Abul Basher 40 Talsher,

Ashuganj

Daily labour -

23 Md. Helal Miah 40 Sighab,

Bhulta

Business 01720250248

24 Bacchu Miah 30 Agriculture Bishnurampur

25 Nazmul Islam 42 Agriculture Bishnurampur 01731676621

26 Md. Kader Miah 35 Business Narayanpur 01936192029

27 Md. Kibria 28 Business Narayanpur 01925147690

28 Md. Habibur Rahman 35 Agriculture Sonarampur 01726547187

29 Md. Bakul Miah 32 Agriculture Thaliara -

30 Md. Dildor Hossain 40 Business Singlabo -

31 Md. Sadek Hossain 32 Agriculture Baraikani,

Kathalia

01820087004
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11. Conclusions and Recommendations

11.1 Conclusions

The PGCB is required to take environmental clearance from the DoE for implementing the

transmission line and other ancillary works. The EIA report has been prepared with this end

in view.

The proposed Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV Double Circuit Transmission Line Project of PGCB

has selected the best possible alignment from four (4) alternatives considering fewer impacts

on ecological resources and social amenities. The EIA study identified that the proposed

project will have impact to some extent on almost all of the resources in both positive and

negative ways. The projected adverse impacts are insignificant on the physical, agricultural

and fisheries resources, but impacts are significant to some extent on the social and

ecological resources. The damages of plants at proposed tower and substation sites will

have some negative impacts. On the other hand, the households those will be affected due

to land acquisition may have direct impact, which is important for the project.

The project is not likely to have any significant negative impact. Therefore, no major

mitigation measures would be required. The minor impacts are within the allowable and

tolerable levels experienced by the local people. All the direct impact would be overcome by

paying necessary compensation to the PAPs for the land, structure and trees. The

recommended mitigation measures of EMP are expected to bring back the affected social,

ecological and agricultural resources to their original form. The proposed project will have no

residual adverse impact on the environment or the eco-system.

The monitoring plan, if properly implemented during the pre-construction, construction and

post- construction and/or operation phases, will ensure taking of corrective measures.

The local stakeholders all along the route of the transmission line have expressed interest to

the project even after recognizing the fact that they will not get electricity directly from the

transmission line. Local people along the transmission line will be benefited, as the project

will generate some employment opportunities for them during the pre-construction and

construction phases. However, main interest of the local people is that the overall

development in the power sector would contribute to the national development of the

country.

11.2 Recommendations

The EIA study reveals that Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV Double Circuit Transmission Line

Project have no major negative impact, but will contribute to the national development by

improving the transmission of electricity. The EIA study team as well as the local

stakeholders has some recommendations to the project proponents as follows:

Necessary assessment on land acquisition and compensation needs to be done

before implementing the project;

All the project affected people (PAPs) should be compensated properly for their land,

structures and trees;
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The compensation money should not be given through the Union Parishad or Upazila

Parishad, but through the cheque to the PAPs’ bank account;

The contractor should be specifically instructed to employ local laborers as much as

possible;

Clearing of vegetation and cutting of trees at the pre-construction and construction

phases should be taken care of by taking proper mitigation measures;

Efforts should be made to avoid cutting of trees as much as possible;

Cutting of some trees might be unavoidable. In such cases more should be replanted

in surrounding area for conservation of biodiversity. In this case, homesteads

gardening should be emphasized with fruit and rapid growing timber trees in the

surrounding area;

Selection of the season for carrying out the work should be made by adjusting with

the cropping season so as to inflict minimum damage to field crops;

Proper compensation for all types of damages must be paid and the land should be

brought back to its original form before they are handed back to the owners;

The constructed labor camps should be provided with water supply and sanitation

facilities. The workers should be apprised of hygienic practices;

The transportation of heavy equipments should be done by avoiding agriculture land

and using water ways as and where possible;

The stores and equipment yards should be properly guarded so that all equipments

remain safe; and

The substation should be fully equipped with fire fighting equipments.

Finally, on proper examination it is observed that the project has been proposed to be

implemented safely and in an environment friendly manner. So it is recommended that the

project may be given Environmental Clearance to proceed with the works immediately.
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1. Background of the Study

The demand for electricity is growing very quickly throughout the country for meeting

industrial and household requirements. To cope with this high demand for power, new power

plants are planned to be installed by the Government of Bangladesh (GoB) for generating

more electricity. The generated power requires sufficient transmission facilities for

evacuation as well as for linking the existing and future power plants. Dhaka being a mega

city has a faster growing demand for power than elsewhere due to its rapid urbanization and

industrialization process. The Power Grid Company of Bangladesh Ltd. (PGCB), therefore, is

planning to supply more electricity to Dhaka City area from the upcoming Power Plants in

Ashuganj area to fulfill the future demand. The PGCB has planned to construct a 400 kV

power transmission line from Ashuganj to Bhulta and accordingly developed a Project

named “Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV Transmission Line Project” for implementation.

Within the scope of the Project a 400 kV Double Circuit Power Transmission Line (T/L) from

Ashuganj to Bhulta (located under Rupganj upazila of Narayanganj district) will be

constructed. The proposed double circuit T/L will be used to transmit power from Ashuganj

to Bhulta area as well as from Bhulta to Ashuganj area. In addition to the line, one

400/230kV, 3X520MVA Sub-Station will be constructed at Bhulta, where around 40 acres of

land will be needed to acquire from the private land owners of that area. The Project will be

implemented on Build Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT) basis.

According to the ‘Environment Conservation Act 1995’, ‘Environment Conservation Rules

1997’ and their amendments, the proposed Project falls under the ‘red category’ of projects,

which requires both Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA). Therefore, the PGCB is mandated to conduct IEE and EIA studies with

the help of capable consultants. In order to meet the legal obligation, the PGCB has to

prepare the IEE Report for obtaining ‘site clearance’ and thereafter, the EIA Report for

obtaining ‘environmental clearance’ from the Department of Environment (DoE).

In this context, the Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS),

a Public Trust under the Ministry of Water Resources, experienced in environmental, social

impact assessment and resettlement planning, has been assigned by the PGCB to provide

consultancy services in preparing an ‘Initial Environmental Examination Report’ as well as an

‘Environmental Impact Assessment Report’ for the proposed Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV

Transmission Line Project.

2. Objectives of the Project

The main objective of the Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project is to supply electricity from the

upcoming Power Plants in Ashuganj area to Dhaka City via Bhulta area for increasing

reliability of power supply to the Mega City. The specific objectives are:

i. To evacuate power to be generated in the upcoming 2X450 MW Combined Cycle

Power Plant (CCPP) at Ashuganj and deliver power to the load centre (Dhaka);

ii. To supply more power through the Rampura 230/132 kV Sub-Station to meet the

rapidly growing demand of the eastern region of Dhaka City;

iii. To enhance the reliability of power supply to Dhaka City through the existing

230/132kV Rampura Substation and upcoming Ullon and Basundhara Sub-

Station in the downstream as well and;

iv. To create power evacuation facilities for the future generating plants at Ashuganj.
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3. Scope of work of the Project

The scope of the Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV T/L Project is:

i. Construction of  Ashuganj to Bhulta 400kV Double Circuit T/L of around 70 km.;

and

ii. Construction of a 400/230kV, 3X520MVA Sub-Station at Bhulta.

4. Rationale of the Project

Considering the presence of the nodal point of natural gas distribution (by GTCL) and

availability of gas with good pressure, a number of power plants are currently being

implemented (e.g. 2X450 MV CCPP) as well as planned to be installed (223 MW CCPP) at

Ashuganj by the Ashuganj Power Company Limited (APCL). It is a big challenge to evacuate

this huge amount of power in the future to areas where demand for power is growing rapidly.

The demand from Dhaka city is increasing faster than other parts of the country, therefore, to

feed the growing demand necessary transmission line is required to be constructed between

the generation and consumption points. After several case studies on load flow were

collected by the PGCB, it has been found that a dedicated double circuit 400 kV line from

Ashuganj to Bhulta and a 400/230kV, 3X520MVA Sub-Station at Bhulta would be the best

means of evacuating the upcoming power that would be generated at Ashuganj area.

Therefore, construction of a new 400/230kV substation at Bhulta and a double circuit 400 kV

T/L from Ashuganj to Bhulta has been planned to be implemented by the PGCB.

5. Objectives of the EIA Study

The objectives of the EIA study are:

I. To conduct Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) study for the Ashuganj – Bhulta
400 kV T/L Project of PGCB; and

II. To prepare EIA Report following the Guidelines and submit to DoE for obtaining
‘environmental clearance’ for the Project.

6. Scope of the EIA Study

The scope of the EIA study is stated below which includes the following:

b. Conduct an environmental baseline survey and select environmental and social

components likely to be impacted by the Project;

c. Conduct detailed survey and impact analysis of specific environmental

components (e.g. air, water, agriculture, plants, fisheries, socio-economic, etc.);

d. Conduct public consultation to obtain people’s perceptions of the Project;

e. Prepare a detailed Environmental Management Plan (EMP);

f. Prepare an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report; and

g. Assist the client in presenting the EIA Report to the DoE for obtaining

‘Environmental Clearance’.

7. Physical Components of the Project

The major components of the Project are as follows:

i. Construction of a 70 km 400 kV Double Circuit Transmission Line from Ashuganj

to Bhulta,

ii. Construction of a 400/230kV, 3X520MVA Sub-Station at Bhulta on 20 acre of

privately owned land,
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iii. In-out of Ghorashal-Rampura 230kV line to Bhulta 400/230 kV Substation,

and

iv. In-out of Haripur-Rampura 230kV line to Bhulta 400/230 kV Substation.

8. Study Area

The proposed project is located in Dhaka and Chittagong administrative divisions of

Bangladesh. The power transmission line will start from Ashuganj (Brahmanbaria district)

and end at Bhulta (Rupganj upazila of Narayanganj district). This line will cross Narsingdi

Sadar upazila of Narsingdi district; Araihazar, Rupganj and Sonargaon upazilas of

Narayanganj district; and Ashuganj, Brahmanbaria Sadar, Nabinagar and Banchharampur

upazilas of Brahmanbaria district. Table 1 presents the names of the districts, upazilas,

unions and mouzas through which the transmission line will pass. The detailed locations of

the IEE-EIA study areas are shown in Map 1.

Table 1: Name of Administrative Areas within the RoW

Upazila Union Mauza
Narsingdi Sadar, Narsingdi Karimpur Char Line

Char Dighaldi Kholbandha
Nurulla Pur Algi (Kanda Para)

Nurullahpur
Paikar Char Bara Khamar Char

Nareshwardi
Paikar Char
Char Bhasania
Khadimer Char
Baniar Char

Kanthalia Daukandi
Bara Maishadi
Rahimdi
Dogharia (Fazurkandi)

Araihazar, Narayanganj Sadasardi Nagardaukadi
Duptara Panchgaon

Duptara
Satyabhandi

Sadasardi Pathanerkandi
Lakshmibardi

Araihazar Kamrangir Char
Brahmandi Binair Char

Bhati Gobindi
Rupganj, Narayanganj Golakandail Darikandi

Darikandi Chak
Chhota Darikandi
Datterkandi
Gabtali Hat

Sonargaon, Narayanganj Jampur Kahena
Ashuganj, Brahmanbaria Ashuganj Sonarampur

Jatrapur
Baratala
Baikunthapur

Paschim Talsahar Talsahar
Andidil

Brahmanbaria Sadar,
Brahmanbaria

Purba Talsahar Poothai
Uttar Natai Chhota Brahmanbaria
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Upazila Union Mauza
Bhultara

Dakshin Natai Harankhola
Narasingheswar

Sadekpur Damchail (Alakpur)
Chilokut
Sadekpur

Nabinagar, Brahmanbaria Barail Barail
Jalsuka
Gonsaipur
Char Gonsaipur
Radhanagar

Krishnanagar Krishnanagar
Dakshin Lakshmipur
Ashrafpur
Sitarampur
Daulatpur

Paschim
Nabinagar

Fatehpur

Paurashava Alamnagar
Sreerampur Gopalpur
Shyamgram Nasirabad
Barikandi Jafrabad
Shyamgram Sahabazpur

Sreeghar
Salimganj Barail

Nilakhi
Barikandi Thollakandi

Banchharampur, Brahmanbaria Dariadaulat Daria Daulat
Tezkhali Akanagar

Bishnurampur
Pahariakandi Pahariakandi
Sonarampur Char Dariadaulat (D.

Rampur)
Sonarampur

Char Seaton
Source: GIS Database, CEGIS, 2013

The transmission line has avoided major settlement areas and passes mostly over

agricultural and fallow lands. A 100 meter wide Right of Way (RoW) covering a 40 meter

buffer impact zone on each side (40m+40m) and 20 meter at the middle between the buffer

zones have been defined as the General Impact Area (GIA), while the 20 meter at the

middle of GIA has been defined as the Direct Impact Area (DIA) for the Project. In order to

carry out the IEE study both the DIA and the GIA have been evaluated, while only the DIA

will be considered for the EIA study.
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Map 1: Base Map of Proposed Ashuganj – Bhulta 400 kV T/L Line Project
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9. Methodology for EIA

The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) study will be conducted through the following

steps (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Steps of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

Step-1: Project Design and Description

Detailed information on the proposed transmission line will be collected from the project

proponents by the multi-disciplinary EIA team members to have a thorough understanding of

the proposed interventions and their possible environmental consequences. This information

will help in designing data collection programs.
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Step-2: Environmental and Social Baseline

Environmental and social baseline condition of the project area will be established through a

series of field visits, surveys and intensive consultation with local people. Detailed data will

be collected on land resources, water resources, agriculture, fisheries, ecosystems and

socio- economic condition. In addition to the professional inputs of the multi- disciplinary EIA

team members, this will include intensive consultation with the stakeholders to obtain their

perceptions on the proposed interventions and the possible impacts.

Step-3: Scoping

Important Environmental & Social Components (IESCs), likely to be impacted by the 400 kV

transmission line, selected at the IEE stage will be revisited for finalizing their selection

based on detailed information on the proposed interventions collected at

step 1.

Step-4: Bounding

A bounding exercise will be carried out to delineate area likely to be impacted by the 400 kV

transmission line.

Step-5: Major Field Investigation

At this stage, detailed investigation will be carried out to obtain information on the possible

impact of the 400 kV transmission line on the IESCs.

Step-6: Assessment of Environmental Impacts

The future-without-project (FWOP) condition will be generated through trend analysis using

information collected at step 5. The future-with-project (FWIP) condition will be predicted

using professional judgment of the multi-disciplinary EIA team members based on

information collected at the major field investigation stage and feedback received through

intensive stakeholder consultation. Difference between the three scenarios i.e. pre

construction, during construction and post construction conditions will be taken as impact of

the proposed interventions.

Step-7: Evaluation of Impacts

Impact assessed on different IECs will be evaluated assigning score ranging from 1 to 10 for

both positive (+) and negative (-) impacts considering magnitude, immediacy, reversibility

and sustainability.

Step-8: Environmental Management Plan

The environmental management plan (EMP) will be prepared suggesting mitigation

measures for minimizing the effect of the negative impacts, compensation plan for the

negative impacts which cannot be mitigated, enhancement measures for increasing the

benefits of the positive impacts, contingency plan for taking care of natural hazards and

accidental events. An environmental monitoring plan will also be suggested in the EMP.

Each component of the EMP will be divided into pre-construction, construction, operation

and maintenance phases. Responsibilities of the institutions in the implementation of the

EMP will be suggested to ensure efficient utilization of all the parties involved. Cost estimate
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of each of the measure suggested under the mitigation plan, compensation plan,

contingency plan and the monitoring plan at the pre- construction, construction, operation

and maintenance phases will be prepared. The cost estimate should be included into the

cost of the transmission line for economic and financial analysis.

Step-9:  EIA Report Preparation

All the findings of EIA will be presented in Draft EIA Report. The report will be finalized by

the addressing comments would be provided by the Client.

10. Duration of the Study:

Two months – From February to March, 2014.

11. List of Professionals:

1. Team Leader/ Environment Expert

2. Water Resource Expert

3. Socio- Economist

4. Ecologist

5. Environmental Law Specialist

6. Geologist/ Remote Sensing Specialist

7. Agriculture Specialist

8. Junior Professionals/Research Associates

12. Public Consultation:

During the course of preparation of the EIA, public consultation will be undertaken and

necessary baseline environmental, socio- economic, biological and ecological information

will be collected.

13. EIA Report Structure

The EIA report will be prepared following the DoE, JICA, ADB and World Bank guidelines in

general. The following proposed Table of Contents (ToC) illustrates the major sections of the

report and outlines the contents under each section.

14. Table of Contents (ToC)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The executive summary will include issues presented in a short and focused description of

the project, environmental, ecological, biological and social setting, significant findings, major

environmental, ecological, biological and social impacts on the proposed activities,

recommended actions to mitigate/minimize potential negative impacts and suggested

enhancement measures for the positive impacts and monitoring of ecological, biological and

social performances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section of the report shall provide the background and justification of the project and

scope of the EIA report.

1.1 Background of the study
1.2 Study area
1.3 Objectives of the EIA
1.4 Scope of work
1.5 Limitations
1.6 The EIA team
1.7 Structure of the EIA report

2. ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES

This section shall include descriptions of the pertinent environmental policies and guidelines,

rules and regulations. It shall also include rules and regulations on health safety, protection

of ecologically sensitive areas, protection of endangered species, land acquisition,

compensation, resettlement, as well as international rules and regulations related to the

protection of the environment.

2.1 Overview

2.2 Procedure for obtaining environmental clearance

2.2.1 Requirement for EIA report

2.2.2 Procedure

2.3 Organizations related to enforcement of environmental standards

2.3.1 Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF)

2.4 Relevant national policies and legislation relevant to the environment

2.4.1 The Bangladesh Wildlife Preservation Order (1973; amended to Act in 1974)

2.4.2 The National Forest Policy (1994)

2.5 Policy Related with Energy Development

2.5.1 The Electricity Act, 1910

2.5.2 The Power Policy, 1995

2.5.3 The Energy Policy (1996)

2.5.4 The Industrial Policy (1999)

2.6 Compliance with international requirements

2.6.1 Rio Declaration

2.6.2 Convention on Biological Diversity, (1992)

2.6.3 Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Waterfowl

Habitat, Ramsar (1971)

2.6.4 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Montego Bay, (1982)

2.6.5 Others (Conventions and Agreements)

2.7 Compliance with GoB EIA guidelines

2.8 Compliance with PGCB requirements
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2.9 The Building Construction (Amendment) Act. 1990 and Building Construction

Rules ’ 1996

2.10 Land acquisition rules and regulations

2.11 Rules and policies in related fields

3. METHODOLOGY

This section will describe the approach and methodology followed to conduct the study

3.1 Overall approach

3.1.1 Project design and description

3.1.2 Environmental and social baseline

3.1.3 Scoping

3.1.4 Bounding

3.1.5 Major Field investigation

3.1.6 Impact assessment and possible computation

3.1.7 Impact quantification and evaluation

3.1.8 Environmental Management Plan

3.1.9 EIA including RAP report preparation

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

This chapter will present a description of the proposed project interventions and cover

relevant activities.

4.1 Major components of the project

4.2 Project location (location of the proposed power line and sub- station)

4.3 Physical features of the transmission line

4.4 Physical features of the substations

4.5 Component of the construction works

4.5.1 Civil construction works

4.5.2 Electrical works

4.5.3 Testing and commissioning of equipment

4.6 Construction equipment

4.7 Work schedule

5. ANALYSYS OF SUITABILITY FOR ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

This will review the alternative route options available and discuss the comparative

advantages and disadvantages.

5.1 Alignment selection factors

5.2 Alignment suitability analysis

5.3 Suitable alternative routes
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE CONDITION

This chapter will assemble and provide baseline data on the physical environment as well as

social environment, sourced from secondary data as well as primary data obtained by the

EIA team.

6.1 Water resources

6.1.1 Climate

6.1.2 Water level/flooding

6.1.3 Air quality

6.1.4 Ambient noise

6.1.5 Water quality

6.1.6 Natural hazards

6.2 Soil and agriculture

6.2.1 Land resources

6.2.2 Agricultural resources

6.3 Biological resources

6.3.1 Terrestrial ecosystem

6.3.2 Aquatic ecosystem

6.4 Socio- economic condition as a result of the transmission line

6.4.1 Introduction

6.4.2 Demographic features (including gender, literacy and age classification)

6.4.3 Social baseline description (including occupation, employment,

communication, water and sanitation, archeological sites, tribal people,

diseases, communication etc)

6.4.4 Land price situation

6.5 Socio- economic condition for proposed sub- stations

6.5.1 Introduction

6.5.2 Demographic features (including gender, literacy and age classification)

6.5.3 Social baseline description (including occupation, employment,

communication, water and sanitation, archeological sites, tribal people,

diseases, communication etc).

6.5.4 Land price situation

7. IMPORTANT ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL COMPONENTS

This will identify important environmental and social components (IESCs) which will be

impacts likely to implement the proposed Ashuganj-Bhulta 400 kV TL project. The IESCs will

be selected and discussed in this chapter with proper rationales.
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8. IMPACT ANALYSIS

This will identify and assess positive and negative environmental impacts likely to result from

the proposed project. Assessment of the impacts will be carried out at the pre-construction,

construction and post-construction phases of the project.

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Selection of Important Environmental and Social Components (IESCs)

8.3 Potential environmental impacts (pre-construction, construction and post-

construction phases)

9. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

This section will include an Environmental Management Plan (EMP). For negative impacts it

will suggest mitigation measure and for positive impacts it will suggest enhancement

measures.

9.1 Mitigation Plan

9.1.1 Mitigation for impact on ambient air quality

9.1.2 Mitigation for impact on interference with road crossing

9.1.3 Mitigation for impact of construction wastes at tower and sub- stations sites

9.1.4 Mitigation for storm water drainage congestion near substation sites

9.1.5 Mitigation for impact on vegetation

9.1.6 Mitigation for impact on plant species composition

9.1.7 Mitigation for impact on habitat for wildlife

9.1.8 Mitigation for impact of land sliding

9.1.9 Mitigation for impact on crop production

9.1.10 Mitigation for impact on natural fisheries

9.1.11 Mitigation for impact on involuntary migration from Right of Way

9.1.12 Mitigation for impact on land price

9.1.13 Mitigation for impact on agricultural income

9.1.14 Mitigation for impact on access to common property resources

9.1.15 Mitigation for impact on human safety

9.2 Enhancement Plan

9.2.1 Vegetation

9.2.2 Agriculture

9.2.3 Non- agricultural employment

9.2.4 Agricultural income

9.2.5 Urbanization

9.3 Contingency Plan

9.3.1 Involuntary migration from right of way
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9.3.2 Safety of workers

9.3.3 Human safety

9.4 Compensation Plan

9.5 Institutional requirements and Monitoring Plan.

9.6 Budgets for the Environmental Management Plan (EMP)

10. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND DISCLOSURE

Consultation with interested parties, stakeholders and the general public (affected and non-

affected) takes place and their views taken into account in the planning and execution of the

project. A contract will be made and meeting/interviews and discussions set up with

appropriate GOs, NGOs and local leaders and stakeholders.

10.1 Public consultation approach and methodology

10.2 People’s perceptions

10.3 Major findings of Public Consultation

11. CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS

11.1 Conclusion

11.2 Recommendation.

(TABLES, FIGURES, ANNEXES, PHOTOGRAPHS)
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Annex Table 2: Base information on GIA RoW of 400 kV Ashuganj-Bhulta T/L

AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

Substation  to AP -
01
Pakunda, Darikandi

Crossing of Gubtali
to Asian Highway
kutcha road
Gubtaliar hat
(Tatkar khal)
crossing
Rain Tree – 8 nos-
35 feet height
Kadam Tree - 4
nos-27 feet height
Mango Tree - 10
nos- 20 feet height
Palm Tree- 3 nos-
30 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 5
nos feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Crossing of
Gubtali to Asian
Highway kutcha
road
Tin made house-
1
Mango Tree- 5
nos- 20 feet
height
Supari Tree- 8
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
10 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 50
nos 35 feet
height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet
height
Rain Tree – 13
nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Crossing of
Gubtali to Asian
Highway kutcha road

Tin made
house - 1

Kadam Tree-
5 nos-27 feet height

Mango Tree-
11 nos- 20 feet
height

Palm Tree- 5
nos-30 feet height

Chumbul
Tree- 8 nos feet
height

Rain Tree –
15 nos 35 feet height

Chumbul
Tree- 5 nos feet
height

Fallow-
Fallow-Boro crops

Ap-01 to AP -02
Darikandi

Crossing of Dattar
kandi to Asian
highway brick
soling road.
Crossing of
Kadamtali to
Marichkandi brick
soling road.
Horgaon bazar to
Gausia more pacca
road
11 kv  line crossing
Settlement, Pacca
building-1
Semi pucca- 10
Tin made house -
10
Brahmaputra river
(by named
brahmaputra khal)
crossing
Rain Tree – 12 nos
35 feet height

Crossing of
Dattar kandi to
Asian highway
brick soling road.
Crossing of
Kadamtali to
Marichkandi brick
soling road.
Horgaon bazar to
Gausia more
pucca road
11 kv  line
crossing
Tin made house -
3
Brahmaputra
river (by named
brahmaputra
khal) crossing
Mango Tree-
Tree-5 nos- 20
feet height
Supari Tree-

Crossing of
Dattar kandi to
Asian highway
brick soling road.
Crossing of
Kadamtali to
Marichkandi brick
soling road.
Horgaon bazar to
Gausia more
pacca road
11 kv  line
crossing
Settlement,
Pacca building-1
Semi pucca- 5
Tin made house -
3
Shop tin-1
Brahmaputra
river (by named
brahmaputra
khal) crossing
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

Sonolu Tree 3 nos
20 feet height
Kadam Tree-4 nos-
27 feet height
Mango Tree- 15
nos- 20 feet height
Palm Tree- 3 nos-
30 feet height
Chumbul Tree-
5nos feet height
Segun tree - 4 nos
35 feet height
Supari Tree- 20
nos 25 feet height
Mahogani Tree- 30
nos 30 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 200
nos 35 feet height
Wood apple Tree-
4nos 15 feet height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Tree- 8 nos 25
feet height
Mahogani Tree-
10 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 50
nos 35 feet
height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet
height
Rain Tree – 13
nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Segun tree - 4
nos 35 feet
height
Supari Tree- 20
nos 25 feet
height Sonolu
tree 2 nos 20 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
30 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree-
200 nos 35 feet
height
Wood apple
Tree- 4nos 15
feet height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet
height
Rain Tree – 12
nos 35 feet
height
Kadam Tree-4
nos-27 feet
height
Mango Tree- 15
nos- 20 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Ap-02 to AP -03
Darikandi

Agriculture land
Supari Tree- 20
nos 25 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet height
Mahogani Tree- 30
nos 30 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 30 feet height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet height
Rain Tree – 7 nos
35 feet height
Kadam Tree-6 nos-
27 feet height
Mango Tree- 12
nos- 20 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Agriculture land
Banana Tree -7
nos 10 feet
height
Rain Tree – 5
nos 30 feet
height
Kadam Tree-2
nos-22 feet
height
Mango Tree- 6
nos- 15 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Agriculture land
pond- 1
Settlement, tin-1
Rain Tree – 9
nos 35 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet
height
Mango Tree- 15
nos- 20 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 4
nos feet height
Supari Tree- 20
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
30 nos 30 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

Boro crops
Ap-03 to AP -04
Panchgaon,
Kanthalia

Duptari  bazar to
Chotto satgram
pacca road
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 2
Tin made house - 4
Supari Tree- 10
nos 25 feet height
Mahogani Tree- 11
nos 30 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 55
nos 35 feet height
Assawath tree – 3
nos 40 feet height
Banana Tree -10
nos 12 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Duptari  bazar to
Chotto satgram
pucca road
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house -
2
Supari Tree- 25
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
25 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 45
nos 30 feet
height
Banana Tree -20
nos 12 feet
height
Rain Tree – 26
nos 35 feet
height
Kadam Tree-6
nos-27 feet
height
Mango Tree-
Tree-17 nos- 20
feet height
Palm Tree- 3
nos-30 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 5
nos feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Duptari  bazar to
Chotto satgram
pacca road
Settlement,
Pacca building-1
Semi pucca- 4
Tin made house -
7
Rain Tree – 20
nos 35 feet
height
Kadam Tree-6
nos-27 feet
height
Mango Tree- 22
nos- 20 feet
height
Palm Tree- 5
nos-30 feet
height
Chumbul Tree-
5nos feet height
Supari Tree- 25
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
35 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree-
150 nos 35 feet
height
Banana Tree -20
nos 12 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-04 to AP -05
Kanthalia

Kalagachia to
Jalakandi pacca
road
Kanthalia to
Abdullahkandi brick
soling
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house - 1
Mango Tree- 24
nos- 20 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 8
nos feet height
Supari Tree- 15
nos 25 feet height

Kalagachia to
Jalakandi pucca
road Settlement
Kanthalia to
Abdullahkandi
brick soling
Tin made house -
4
Rain Tree – 15
nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 24
nos- 20 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-

Kalagachia to
Jalakandi pacca
road
Kanthalia to
Abdullahkandi
brick soling
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 2
Tin made house -
4
Rain Tree – 17
nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 15
nos- 20 feet
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

Mahogani Tree- 14
nos 30 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 30 feet height
Banana Tree -15
nos 12 feet height
Rain Tree – 15 nos
35 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
10 nos 40 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

8 nos 40 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 8
nos feet height
Supari Tree- 15
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
14 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 30 feet
height
Banana Tree -15
nos 12 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

height
Chumbul Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Supari Tree- 20
nos 25 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
30 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 40
nos 35 feet
height
Banana Tree -5
nos 10 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
10 nos 40 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-05 to AP -06
Mollar Char,
Kanthhalia

Kanthalia to
Narsingdi
pourashava pacca
road
Nuralpur to
kanthalia  brick
soling road
Settlement, Pacca
building-1
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house - 2
Eucalyptus Tree-
15 nos 40 feet
height
Banana Tree -11
nos 12 feet height
Rain Tree – 14 nos
35 feet height
Mahogani Tree- 14
nos 30 feet height
Sonolu tree 3 nos
20 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 35
nos 30 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 4
nos 25 feet height
Sirish Tree- 8 nos
35 feet height
Mango Tree- 10
nos 20 feet height

Kalagachia to
Jalakandi pucca
road
Kanthalia to
Abdullahkandi
brick soling
Settlement, Tin
made house - 1
Rain Tree – 11
nos 35 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
12 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 30 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 2
nos 25 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 10
nos 35 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
4 nos 40 feet
height
Banana Tree -8
nos 12 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Kalagachia to
Jalakandi pacca
road
Kanthalia to
Abdullahkandi
brick soling
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house -
3
Mango Tree- 10
nos 20 feet
height
Banana Tree -11
nos 12 feet
height
Rain Tree – 14
nos 35 feet
height
Mahogani Tree-
14 nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree-
35 nos 30 feet
height
Chumbul  Tree- 4
nos 25 feet
height
Domur tree 1 nos
14 feet height
Sirish Tree- 8 nos
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Description of 40m
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Bot tree- 1 no 35
feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

35 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-06 to AP -07
Mollar char,
Kanthhalia,
Paharikandi

Araihazar
chowrasta to
Madovdi
pouroshava  pacca
road
Dewkandi to
kanthalia  brick
soling road
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house - 3
11 kv  line
crossing(two time/
both side of the
road)
Eucalyptus Tree-
15 nos 40 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 10 nos
35 feet height
Mango Tree- 10
nos 20 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 4
nos 25 feet height
Rain Tree – 20 nos
35 feet height
Sonolu tree 2 nos
20 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 35 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Araihazar
chowrasta to
Madovdi
pouroshava
pucca  road
Dewkandi to
kanthalia  brick
soling road
Tin made house -
1
11 kv  line
crossing(two
time/ both side of
the road)
Chumbul Tree- 2
nos 25 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 10
nos 35 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
4 nos 40 feet
height
Banana Tree -8
nos 12 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Araihazar
chowrasta to
Madovdi
pouroshava
pacca  road
Dewkandi to
kanthalia  brick
soling road
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house -
2
11 kv  line
crossing(two
time/ both side of
the road)
Sirish Tree- 10
nos 35 feet
height
Sonolu tree 1 nos
20 feet height
Mango Tree- 10
nos 20 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 4
nos 25 feet
height
Rain Tree – 20
nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-07 to AP -08
Kalagachha, Paikar
char

Abdullah kandi to
kanthalia pacca
road
Hoglakandia to
sadasardi  pacca
road
Bokkobadhy pacca
road crossing
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 2
Tin made house - 4
Shop-1
Coconut Tree- 10
nos 20  Feet height
RainTree – 12 nos
25  Feet height

Abdullah kandi to
kanthalia pucca
road
Hoglakandia to
sadasardi  pucca
road
Bokkobadhy
pucca road
crossing
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Mango Tree- 3
nos 30 feet
height
RainTree Tree 4

Abdullah kandi to
kanthalia pacca
road
Hoglakandia to
sadasardi  pacca
road
Bokkobadhy
pacca road
crossing
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house -
3
Eucalyptus Tree-
8 nos 35 feet
height
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Description of 40m
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Sirish Tree- 18 nos
Feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
20 nos  feet height
Banana Tree 18
nos  feet height
Mahagani Tree 5
nos  feet height
Mango Tree- 6 nos
feet height
Jam Tree 3 nos
feet height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

nos 30 feet
height
Banana Tree 5
nos 12 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 4
nos 30 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
7 nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

RainTree- 9  nos
25 feet height
Sirish Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
7 nos 30 feet
height
Mahagani Tree 3
nos 30 feet
height
Sojna Tree 4 nos
20 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-08 to AP -09
Paikarchar, Char
Bashini,
Kalagachha

Gopaldi  bazar to
Meghna  bazar
pacca  road
crossing
Balapur to kundodi
to gopaldi  brick
soling road
crossing
Settlement, Tin
sheet- 2
Textile/Cloth
industry(small)-1
Eucalyptus Tree-
25 nos  feet height
RainTree Tree – 25
nos 30 feet height
Sirish Tree -28 nos
25 feet height
Coconut Tree 12
nos 30 feet height
Mahagani Tree 15
nos 20 feet height
Boroi Tree- 7 nos
11 feet height
Kadom Tree 3 nos
25 feet height
Chambul Tree 5
nos 20 feet height
Banana Tree 7 nos
10 feet height
Papaya Tree 5 nos
feet height
Bamboo Tree- 105
nos 35 feet height
Mango Tree- 7 nos
16 feet  height

Gopaldi  bazar to
Meghna  bazar
pucca  road
crossing
Balapur to
kundodi to
gopaldi  brick
soling road
crossing
Mango Tree- 7
nos 16  feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 10
nos  feet height
Coconut Tree 3
nos 22 feet
height
Sirish Tree 2 nos
25 feet height
RainTree 5 nos
35 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
6 nos  40 feet
height
Papaya Tree 2
nos  8 feet height
Banana Tree 5
nos  12 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Gopaldi  bazar to
Meghna  bazar
pacca  road
crossing
Balapur to
kundodi to
gopaldi  brick
soling road
crossing
Settlement, Semi
pucca- 1
Tin made house -
3
Small Shop(tin)-1
Textile/ Cloth
industry(small)-1
Jamrul Tree 3
nos 15 feet
height
Mango Tree- 5
nos 20 feet
height
Banana Tree nos
10 feet height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
30 feet height
Sirish Tree- 6 nos
25feet height
RainTree 7 nos
30 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet
height
Mahagani Tree 8
nos 17 feet
height
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Description of 40m
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Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-09 to AP -10
Paikarchar

The Meghna river
crossing point
(west side)
Pitali Tree- 7 nos
15 feet height
Borun Tree 5 nos
14 feet height
Sirish Tree- 4 nos
20 feet height
Chumbol Tree 3
nos 30 feet height
Mango Tree- 5 nos
20 feet height
Sisso Tree 4 nos
21feet height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
25 feet height
Papaya Tree 4 nos
12 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

The Meghna river
crossing point
(west side)
Pitali Tree- 8 nos
13 feet height
Mango Tree- 2
nos 16 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
25 feet height
Jam Tree 1 nos
20 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

The Meghna river
crossing point
(west side)
Sisu Tree 3 nos
30 feet height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
35 feet height
Banana Tree 7
nos 11 feet
height
Jam Tree 3 nos
15 feet height
Barun Tree 4 nos
15 feet height
Sirish Tree- 5 nos
20 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-10 to AP -11
Dariadaulat,
Kolbandha

Chumbol Tree 3
nos 30 feet height
The Meghna river
crossing point(east
side)
Khal (branch of
Meghna river)
crossing point
Mango Tree- 5 nos
20 feet height
Sisu Tree 4 nos
21feet height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
25 feet height
The Meghna river
crossing point(east
side)
Khal (branch of
Meghna river)
crossing point
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops
Meghna River

RainTree -7 nos
30 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet
height
Mahagani Tree 8
nos 17 feet
height
The Meghna river
crossing point
(east side)
Khal (branch of
Meghna river)
crossing point
Meghna River
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Banana Tree 7
nos 11 feet
height
The Meghna river
crossing
point(east side)
Khal (branch of
Meghna river)
crossing point
Jam Tree 3 nos
15 feet height
Barun Tree 4 nos
15 feet height
Sirish Tree- 5 nos
20 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops
Meghna River

Ap-11 to AP -12
Sonarampur,
Dariadaulat

Sonarampur  bazar
to Morichakandi
pacca  road
crossing
Sonorampur to
Linu miah bari

Sonarampur
bazar to
Morichakandi
pucca  road
crossing
Sonorampur to

Sonarampur
bazar to
Morichakandi
pacca  road
crossing
Sonorampur to
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Description of 40m
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earth road crossing
Kadamtali to
Morichakandi  brick
soling road
crossing
Doldanga river
crossing point
1 kv line crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-4
Tin made house - 7
Bazar and hat-1
Shop-5
Rice mill-1
Eucalyptus Tree-
Tree-12 nos  35
feet height
Koroi Tree- Tree 7
nos 25 feet height
Akashmoni Tree 25
nos 30 feet height
Tatul Tree 8 nos 20
feet height
Mango Tree- 11
nos 16 feet height
Kanthal Tree 4 nos
15 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5

nos 22 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Linu miah bari
earth road
crossing
Kadamtali to
Morichakandi
brick soling road
crossing
Doldanga river
crossing point
1 kv line crossing
Settlement,Tin
made house - 2
Eucalyptus Tree-
5 nos 24 feet
height
Akashmoni Tree
8 nos 25 feet
height
Tatul Tree 2 nos
20 feet height
Mango Tree- 5
nos 20 feet
height
Kanthal Tree 2
nos 17 feet
height
Banana Tree 3
nos 13  feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Linu miah bari
earth road
crossing
Kadamtali to
Morichakandi
brick soling road
crossing
Doldanga river
crossing point
1 kv line crossing
Settlement,
pucca-1
Semi pucca-2
Tin made house -
2
Bazar and hat-1
Shop-8
Saw mill-1
Mango Tree- 7
nos 16 feet
height
Jam Tree 2 nos
12 feet height
Kanthal Tree 4
nos 15 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet
height
Banana Tree 12
nos 13 feet
height
Papaya Tree 3
nos 10 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-12 to AP -13
Pairakandi

Sonarampur  bazar
to pairakandi to
solimganj pacca
road crossing
1 kv line crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house - 2
Bamboo Tree- 150
nos 40 feet height
Chambul Tree 16
nos 35 feet height
Mango Tree- 10

Sonarampur
bazar to
pairakandi to
solimganj pucca
road crossing
1 kv line crossing
Sirish Tree- 6
nos 30 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
35 feet height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 32 feet

Sonarampur
bazar to
pairakandi to
solimganj pacca
road crossing
1 kv line crossing
Chambul Tree 6
nos 28 feet
height
Banana Tree 30
nos 10 feet
height
Mango Tree- nos
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nos 18 feet height
Coconut Tree- 8
nos  30 feet height
Jum Tree 5 nos 20
feet height
Akashmoni Tree 15
nos 35 feet height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
20 feet height
Sirish Tree- 10 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 11 nos
25 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

height
Nim Tree 5 nos
13 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 35 feet
height
Banana Tree 4
nos 12 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

20 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Akashmoni Tree
12 nos 35  feet
height
Sirish Tree- 7 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
30 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-13 to AP -14
Nilakhali, Tezkhali

Titas river crossing
point
Settlement, tin-1
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
35 feet height
Banana Tree 4 nos
12 feet height
Papaya Tree-2 nos
10 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Titas river
crossing point
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
40 feet height
Banana Tree 3
nos 12 feet
height
Papaya Tree 2
nos 11 feet
height
T Aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Titas river
crossing point
Jum Tree 5 nos
20 feet height
Akashmoni Tree
15 nos 35 feet
height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
20 feet height
Sirish Tree- 10
nos 35 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 11
nos 25 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-14 to AP -15
Sreeghar,
Bishnorampur

Dorikandi to
Aganagar to
salimganj pacca
road crossing
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-2
Tin made house - 1
Shop-1
Bamboo Tree- 150
nos 35 feet height
Chambul Tree 16
nos 30 feet height
Mango Tree- 10
nos 22 feet height
Coconut Tree- 8
nos 25 feet height
Jum Tree 5 nos 20
feet height
Akashmoni Tree 15

Dorikandi to
Aganagar to
salimganj pucca
road crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
1
Sirish Tree- 6
nos 40 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
35 feet height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 30 feet
height
Nim Tree 5 nos
17 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 35 feet

Dorikandi to
Aganagar to
salimganj pacca
road crossing
Settlement,
pucca-1
Semi pucca-1
Tin made house -
3
Shop-1
Chambul Tree 6
nos 22 feet
height
Banana Tree 30
nos 10 feet
height
Mango Tree- nos
20 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 35 feet
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nos 25 feet height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
15 feet height
Sirish Tree- 10 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 11 nos
30 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

height
Banana Tree 4
nos 12 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

height
Akashmoni Tree
12 nos 40 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 7 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
25 feet height
Banana Tree 10
nos 10 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-15 to AP -16
Shyamgram,
Nashirabad

Debdar more to
Maniknagar ghat
pacca  road
crossing
Maniknagar to
gopalganj kacca
road crossing
Maniknagar khal
crossing
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-1
Tin made house - 5
Bamboo Tree- 150
nos 35 feet height
Chambul Tree 16
nos 30 feet height
Mango Tree- 10
nos 25 feet height
Coconut Tree- 8
nos 35 feet height
Jum Tree 5 nos 22
feet height
Akashmoni Tree 15
nos 30 feet height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
18 feet height
Sirish Tree- 10 nos
30 feet height
Koroi Tree- 11 nos
26 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Debdar more to
Maniknagar ghat
pucca  road
crossing
Maniknagar to
gopalganj kutcha
road crossing
Maniknagar khal
crossing
Sirish Tree- 6
nos 25 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
30 feet height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 25
nos 30 feet
height
Banana Tree 4
nos 12  feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Debdar more to
Maniknagar ghat
pacca  road
crossing
Maniknagar to
gopalganj kacca
road crossing
Maniknagar khal
crossing
Settlement,
pucca-1
Semi pucca-1
Tin made house -
4
Banana Tree 30
nos 12  feet
height
Mango Tree- nos
20 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Akashmoni Tree
12 nos 30 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 7 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
40 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-16 to AP
-17

Shyamgram,
Nashirabad

Nasirabad  to
shahbajpur  pacca
road crossing
Nasirabad  to
gopalganj  pacca
road crossing (two

Nasirabad  to
shahbajpur
pucca  road
crossing
Nasirabad  to
gopalganj  pucca

Nasirabad  to
shahbajpur
pacca  road
crossing
Nasirabad  to
gopalganj pacca
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times)
Gopalpur  khal
crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
12
1 kv line crossing
Eucalyptus Tree-
10 nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Banana Tree 10
nos 12 feet height
Kanthal Tree 4 nos
20 feet height
Jam Tree 2 nos 15
feet height
Papaya  Tree 4
nos 12 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 30
nos 35 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

road
crossing(two
time)
Gopalpur  khal
crossing
Settlement, Tin
made house - 4
1 kv line crossing
Eucalyptus Tree-
6 nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 3
nos 20 feet
height
Banana Tree 4
nos13  feet
height
Mahagani Tree 5
nos 25 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 4
nos 25 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

road crossing(two
time)
Gopalpur  khal
crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
8
1 kv line crossing
Mahagani Tree
15 nos 20 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
8 nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 5
nos 22 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 7 nos
30 feet height
Chambul Tree 3
nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-17 to AP -18
Gopalpur

Gopalpur  to
shaheb nagar
kacca road
crossing
Settlement, Semi
pucca-1
Tin made house - 5
Sagun Tree- 5 nos
40 feet height
Sirish Tree- 6 nos
35 feet height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
32 feet height
Boroi Tree- 5 nos
15 feet height
Supari Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 28 feet height
Tal Tree-8 nos 35
feet height
Bamboo Tree- 50
nos 40 feet height
Ipil Ipil Tree- 8 nos
feet height
Sisso Tree-5 nos
22 feet height

Gopalpur  to
shaheb nagar
kutcha road
crossing
Settlement, Tin
made house - 2
Mango Tree- 3
nos  feet height
Segun Tree-3
nos  feet height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
feet height
Sisso Tree- 2 nos
feet height
Sirish Tree- 3
nos  feet height
Boroi Tree- 5 nos
feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Gopalpur  to
shaheb nagar
kacca road
crossing
Settlement, Tin
made house - 4
Supari Tree- 2
nos 20 feet
height
Sisso Tree- 3 nos
30 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 8
nos 35 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 15
nos 30 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 3 nos
20 feet height
Mango Tree- 5
nos 15 feet
height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops
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Chumbul Tree- 8
nos 25 feet height
Fallow- T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-18 to AP -19
Sitharampur,

Nabinagar

Nabinagar  to
Darigaon pucca
road crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca road
crossing
Montoli ghat to
paschim
fatapur/bish gaon
kacca  road
crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca road
crossing
Montali ghat(uttar)
to Sitarampur
kutcha road
crossing
Titas river crossing
point
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-4
Tin made house - 8
Boroi Tree- 15 nos
12 feet height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
30 feet height
Mango Tree- 8 nos
20 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 25 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
10 nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Nabinagar  to
Darigaon pucca
road crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca
road crossing
Montoli ghat to
paschim
fatapur/bish gaon
kutcha  road
crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca
road crossing
Montali ghat
(uttar) to
Sitarampur
kutcha road
crossing
Titas river
crossing point
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
1
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
30 feet height
Mango Tree- 3
nos 16 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 2
nos 30 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
2 nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Nabinagar  to
Darigaon pucca
road crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca
road crossing
Montoli ghat to
paschim
fatapur/bish gaon
kutcha  road
crossing
Nabinagar  to
fatapur pucca
road crossing
Montali ghat
(uttar) to
Sitarampur kacch
road crossing
Titas river
crossing point
Settlement,
pucca-1
Semi pucca-4
Tin made house -
5
Supari Tree- 6
nos 20 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 7 nos
15 feet height
Mango Tree- 8
nos 22 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
35 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Ap-19 to AP -20
Asrafpur,
Krishnanagar

Sitarampur ghat to
krishnagar ghat
pucca road
crossing
Krishnagar ghat to
char gonsaipur
kacch road
crossing
Baluahati to

Sitarampur ghat
to krishnagar
ghat pucca road
crossing
Krishnagar ghat
to char gonsaipur
kutcha road
crossing
Baluahati to

Sitarampur ghat
to krishnagar
ghat pucca road
crossing
Krishnagar ghat
to char gonsaipur
kacch road
crossing
Baluahati to
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krishnagar
bazar/ghat  kutcha
road crossing
Titas river crossing
point
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-6
Tin made house - 8
Eucalyptus Tree-
10 nos 30 feet
height
Mango Tree- 8 nos
20 feet height
Koroi Tree- 12 nos
35 feet height
Boroi Tree- 12 nos
15 feet height
Pitali Tree- 8 nos
16 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 5
nos 22 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 20 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

krishnagar
bazar/ghat
kutcha  road
crossing
Titas river
crossing point
Tin made house -
1
Eucalyptus Tree-
8 nos 30 feet
height
Mango Tree- 3
nos 20 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
30 feet height
Boroi Tree- 8 nos
15 feet height
Pitali Tree- 3 nos
20 feet height
Mahagani Tree-
8 nos 22 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

krishnagar
bazar/ghat  kacca
road crossing
Titas river
crossing point
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
4
Mahagani Tree-
10 nos 25 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-
5 nos 30  feet
height
Koroi Tree- 15
nos 30 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 22 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 2 nos
16 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Ap-20 to AP -21
Char Gonsaipur,
Gonsaipur,

Char gonsaipur to
barail kacca road
crossing
mollah hati to
brahmanbaria
kacca  road
crossing
Gonsaipur to
Jasuka kacca road
crossing
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-5
Tin made house -
30
Shop-2
1 kv line crossing
Mahagani Tree- 5
nos 20 feet height
Boroi Tree- 8 nos
12 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 3
nos 30 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
15 nos 35 feet
height

Char gonsaipur
to barail kutcha
road crossing
mollah hati to
brahmanbaria
kutcha  road
crossing
Gonsaipur to
Jasuka kacca
road crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
9
1 kv line crossing
Shimul tree 2 nos
feet height
Mango Tree- 8
nos 15 feet
height
Chumbul Tree- 2
nos 25 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
30 feet height
Hijal Tree- 2 nos

Char gonsaipur
to barail kacca
road crossing
Mollah hati to
brahmanbaria
kacca  road
crossing
Gonsaipur to
Jasuka kacca
road crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-3
Tin made house -
33
Shop-1
1 kv line crossing
Hijal Tree- 8 nos
20 feet height
Pitali Tree- 3 nos
14 feet height
Bamboo Tree-
105 nos 35 feet
height
Sajna Tree- 5
nos 20feet height
Coconut Tree- 8
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Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet height
Koroi Tree- 10 nos
32 feet height
Shimul tree 8 nos
feet height
Sajna Tree- 3 nos
14 feet height
Babla Tree- 5 nos
25 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

20 feet height
Pitali Tree- 3 nos
15 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 15
nos 35 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

nos 30 feet
height
Papaya Tree-5
nos 12 feet
height
Supari Tree- 8
nos 25 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Ap-21 to AP -22
Sadekpur, Chilokut,
Damchail,

Gash tolla more to
Poyag board bazar
kutcha road
crossing
Poyag  board
bazar to shal gaon
kalishima bazar
kacca  road
crossing
Barail UP to
Brahmanbaria
pucca road
crossing
Settlement, pucca-
2
Semi pucca-5
Tin made house - 4
Shop-1
Akashmoni Tree-
12 nos 24 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 13 nos
14 feet height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
15 feet height
Sirish Tree- 5 nos
30 feet height
Sajna Tree- 4 nos
20 feet height
Supari Tree- 3 nos
25 feet height
Mango Tree- 8 nos
15 feet height
Chatim tree – 4
nos 20 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Gash tolla more
to Poyag board
bazar kutcha
road crossing
Poyag board
bazar to shal
gaon kalishima
bazar kutcha
road crossing
Barail UP to
brahmanbaria
pucca road
crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
2
Akashmoni Tree-
7 nos 35 feet
height
Mango Tree- 5
nos 20 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 6
nos 30 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 7 nos
15  feet height
Chatim tree – 2
nos 20 feet
height
Supari Tree- 2
nos 22 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow -
Boro crops

Gash tolla more
to Poyag board
bazar kutcha
road crossing
Poyag board
bazar to shal
gaon kalishima
bazar kacca
road crossing
Barail UP to
Brahmanbaria
pucca road
crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-2
Tin made house -
5
Supari Tree- 15
nos 23 feet
height
Mango Tree- 12
nos 16 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 6
nos 30 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 8 nos
25 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 5
nos 35 feet
height
Nim Tree- 2 nos
20 feet height
Akashmoni Tree-
12 nos 35 feet
height Chatim
tree – 3 nos 20
feet height
Mahagani Tree-
12 nos 25 feet
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

height
Banana Tree 8
nos  feet 12
height
Fallow- Fallow -
Boro crops

Ap-22 to AP -23
Shalgaon, Natai,
Poyaggram

Kalishima to Poyag
board bazar pucca
road crossing
Gopat more to
Daskin natai kacca
road crossing
Rail line crossing
point (Ashuganj to
Brahmanbaria)
Settlement, pucca-
4
Semi pucca-7
Tin made house -
12
Shop-2
Sirish Tree- 12 nos
25 feet height
Pitali Tree- 6 nos
17 feet height
Coconut Tree- 5
nos 30 feet height
Mahogni 7 nos 20
feet height
Nim 2 nos 18 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 65
nos 40 feet height
Boroi Tree- 12 nos
15 feet height
Kanthal Tree- 8
nos 22 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Kalishima to
Poyag board
bazar pucca road
crossing
Gopat more to
Daskin natai
kutcha  road
crossing
Rail line crossing
point (Ashuganj
to Brahmanbaria)
Settlement, semi
pucca-2
Tin made house -
4
Boroi Tree- 7 nos
13 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 30
nos 35 feet
height
Nim 2 nos 14 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 30 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 4
nos 25 feet
height
Akashmoni Tree-
6 nos 30 feet
height
Supari Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Mahagani Tree-
3 nos 30 feet
height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Kalishima to
Poyag board
bazar pucca road
crossing
Gopat more to
Daskin natai
kacca  road
crossing
Rail line crossing
point (Ashuganj
to Brahmanbaria)
Settlement,
pucca-2
Semi pucca-5
Tin made house -
11
Shop-1
Kanthal Tree- 5
nos 16 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 60
nos 30 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 6 nos
16 feet height
Coconut Tree- 8
nos 26 feet
height
Nim 2 nos 15 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 8 nos
40 feet height
Fallow- Fallow-
Boro crops

Ap-23 to AP -24
Poothai, Andil,
Chhoto
Brahmanbaria,
Talsahar

Talsahar to bott tall
more  pucca road
crossing
Ashuganj( Lalpur)
to to
Brahmanbaria( Bott
tall) highway  road

Talsahar to bott
tall more  pucca
road crossing
Ashuganj
(Lalpur) to to
Brahmanbaria( B
ott tall) highway

Talsahar to bott
tall more  pucca
road crossing
Ashuganj( Lalpur)
to to
Brahmanbaria( B
ott tall) highway
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

crossing
230/233 Kv line
crossing
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-4
Tin made house -6
Shop-1
Koroi Tree- 18 nos
30 feet height
Kanthal Tree- 12
nos 20 feet height
Mango Tree- 16
nos 25 feet height
Payara 8 nos 16
feet height
Akashmoni 15 nos
30 feet height
Sajna Tree- 5 nos
20 feet height
Bamboo Tree- 155
nos 40 feet height
Chumbul Tree- 10
nos 45 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

road crossing
230/233 Kv line
crossing
Settlement, Tin
sheet- 1
Sajna Tree- 2
nos 18 feet
height
Mango Tree- 6
nos 16 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 8 nos
35 feet height
Payara Tree-2
nos 15 feet
height
Akashmoni 9 nos
35 feet height
Jam 2 nos 20
feet height
Boroi Tree- 8 nos
14 feet height
Chumbul 6 nos
30 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

road crossing
230/233 Kv line
crossing
Settlement, Tin
sheet- 2
Sirish Tree- 15
nos 35 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 8 nos
13 feet height
Mango Tree- 8
nos 15 feet
height
Akashmoni 10
nos 30 feet
height
Bamboo Tree- 40
nos 40 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 8 nos
35 feet height
Chumbul 8 nos
25 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-24 to AP -25
Talsahar, Paschim
Talsahar, Andil

Talsahar to bott tall
more  pucca road
crossing
Ashuganj to to
paschim talsahar
bazar pucca  road
crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -1
Boroi Tree- 20 nos
12 feet height
Tatul 3 nos 26 feet
height
Mahogni 5 nos 30

feet height
Koroi Tree- 8 nos
35 feet height
Akasmoni Tree- 12
nos 35 feet height
Sirish Tree- 7 nos
35 feet height
Mango Tree- 8 nos
20 feet height
Payara Tree- 7 nos
13 feet height

Talsahar to bott
tall more  pucca
road crossing
Ashuganj to to
paschim talsahar
bazar pucca
road crossing
Boroi Tree- 5 nos
13 feet height
Mahagani Tree-
4 nos 20 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 5 nos
35 feet height
Akashmoni 8 nos
35 feet height
Sirish Tree- 6
nos 40 feet
height
Mango Tree- 2
nos 20 feet
height
Payara 3 nos  11
feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Talsahar to bott
tall more  pucca
road crossing
Ashuganj to to
paschim talsahar
bazar pucca
road crossing
Settlement, semi
pucca-1
Tin made house -
2
Mahagani Tree- 4
nos 22 feet
height
Koroi Tree- 3 nos
40 feet height
Akashmoni 8 nos
35 feet height
Mango Tree- 3
nos 22 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 12
nos 18 feet
height
Pitali Tree- 8 nos
15 feet height
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Coconut Tree- 5
nos 25 feet
height
Kanthal 8 nos 20
feet height
Bamboo Tree- 55
nos 40 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-25 to AP -26
Talsahar, Paschim
Talsahar, Andil,
Sonarumpur

230/233 Kv line
crossing
Boroi Tree- 3 nos
15 feet height
Mango Tree- 4 nos
22 feet height
Pitali Tree- 4 nos
17 feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

230/233 Kv line
crossing
Mango Tree- 2
nos 20 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 2 nos
15feet height
Pitali Tree- 3 nos
16 feet height
Papaya Tree- 2
nos 15 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

230/233 Kv line
crossing
Boroi Tree- 5 nos
12 feet height
Koroi Tree- 4 nos
35 feet height
Cambul Tree-3
nos 35 feet
height
Papaya Tree- 4
nos 14 feet
height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

Ap-26 to Ashuganj
Substation
(proposed)
Sonarumpur

Ashuganj to
Brahmanbaria
highway road
crossing
Sonarumpur to
Ashuganj highway
kucha road
crossing
Settlement, pucca-
1
Semi pucca-2
Tin made house -4
Shop-1
Pond-2
33 Kv, 11 Kv line
crossing
Koroi Tree- 2 nos
26 feet height
Arjun Tree- 3 nos
23 feet height
Mango Tree- 5 nos
16 feet height
Boroi Tree- 5 nos
15 feet height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 25 feet height
Sajna Tree- 2 nos
20 feet height

Ashuganj to
Brahmanbaria
highway road
crossing
Sonarumpur to
Ashuganj
highway kutcha
road crossing
Settlement,
pucca-1
Semi pucca-2
Tin made house -
2
Pond-2
33 Kv, 11 Kv line
crossing
Kanthal Tree- 3
nos 25 feet
height
Sirish Tree- 2
nos 35 feet
height
Boroi Tree- 3 nos
12 feet height
Akasmoni Tree-
3 nos 30 feet
height
Eucalyptus Tree-

Ashuganj to
Brahmanbaria
highway road
crossing
Sonarumpur to
Ashuganj
highway kucha
road crossing
Settlement,
pucca-2
Semi pucca-4
Tin made house -
6
Shop-1
Pond-2
Hazi Auto rice
mill-1
33 Kv, 11 Kv line
crossing
Kadom 8 nos 30
feet height
Sajna Tree- 3
nos 20 feet
height
Coconut Tree- 3
nos 30 feet
height
Pitali Tree- 4 nos
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AP to AP (Mauza) Description of 40m
RoW at the left side

Description of 20m
RoW at the

middle

Description of 40m
RoW at the right

side

Bilombi Tree- 3 nos
16 feet height
Jam Tree- 3 nos 21
feet height
Akashmoni Tree- 5
nos 30 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree- 5
nos 35 feet height
Payara 2 nos 10
feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

8 nos 35  feet
height
Karoi -5 nos 40
feet height
T aush - T Aman-
Boro crops

18 feet height
Jam Tree- 3 nos
25 feet height
Eucalyptus Tree-
5 nos 35 feet
height
T Aush - T Aman-
Boro crops


